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Abstract
This article reviews the results of [CS] and [S], also the theorem on completeness of
flows is proved here. More precisely, this review concerns the following subjects. The
theory of representations of quivers and of their preprojective algebras are described,
this includes moduli spaces of representations of these algebras, quiver varieties and
reflection functor. The proof that the bijection between moduli spaces induced by
the reflection functor is an isomorphism of symplectic affine varieties is presented.
Hamiltonian systems on the quiver varieties and an application of the reflection functor
to these systems are descried. The results on the case of the cyclic quiver are reviewed
and a role of the reflection functor in this case is discussed. In particular, ”spin”
integrable generalisations of the Calogero–Moser systems and their application to the
generalised KP hierarchies are considered.
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1 Introduction
The reflection functors appeared in the frame of the theory of quiver representations in the
work [BGP], which is in turn based on ideas of [GP]. When Crawley-Boevey and Holland
defined (deformed) preprojective algebra for a quiver, they also introduced reflection functors
on the category of its representations [CBH]. Here we describe an application of these
functors to integrable systems and to hierarchies of differential equations.
In [N94] Nakajima introduced quiver varieties in terms of quiver representations. A
quiver variety can be represented as a moduli space of representations of a preprojective
algebra [CB01]. The preprojective algebra that defines a quiver variety is constructed by a
framed quiver. The framing is the addition of one vertex and some number of edges from
this new vertex to the old ones.
Some quiver varieties coincide with completions of phase spaces for integrable systems.
These systems are rational Calogero–Moser systems and their generalisations. The (sym-
metrized) phase space for the Calogero–Moser system of type An´1, where n is the number
of particles, was first completed by Wilson [W98]. This completion is called Calogero–Moser
space. To present it as a quiver variety one needs to consider a one-loop quiver. More
generally, the completed phase space of the Calogero–Moser system associated with the gen-
eralised symmetric group Sn ˙ pZ{mZq
n is isomorphic to the quiver variety for the cyclic
quiver consisting of m vertex and m edges oriented in the same direction [EG] (the cases
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m “ 1 and m “ 2 correspond to the Calogero–Moser systems of types An´1 and Bn respec-
tively). In this case the framing is done by one new edge and the representations, which
the quiver variety consists of, have the fixed dimension defined by the number n in a certain
way.
A moduli space of representations of a preprojective algebra for a general quiver is not
always a manifold. In order to make it at least an affine variety (possibly irreducible), one
should include only semi-simple modules to the moduli space. The conditions guaranteeing
the smoothness of the moduli spaces were found in [CB01]. The moduli spaces have sym-
plectic structure, which can be obtained from the construction of Hamiltonian reduction.
Therefore, they are candidates for construction of integrable Hamiltonian systems on them.
A Hamiltonian system with complete flows is defined here on an arbitrary quiver variety.
The reflection functor defines an isomorphism between different moduli spaces and, in
particular, between quiver varieties. It was proved in [N03] that in the case of quiver varieties
it preserves their algebraic and symplectic structures. In [S] we proved this statement for
general moduli spaces and we showed that this functor relates the Hamiltonian systems on
them. In particular, this helps to generalise the results on integrability. This is demonstrated
in the case of the cyclic quiver, for which the integrability of the Hamiltonian systems on some
quiver varieties was proved in [CS]. The integrable systems found there can be interpreted
as ”spin” versions of the Calogero–Moser systems for Sn ˙ pZ{mZq
n. The spin variables
arise when the number of the additional edges in the framed quiver is grater than one. In
particular, the quiver variety for the one-loop quiver with a general framing is a completion
of the phase space of the Gibbons–Hermsen system defined in [GH].
This construction can be generalised by using a multiplicative version of the preprojective
algebra for the cyclic quiver [CF]. It leads to generalisations of the Ruijsenaars–Schneider
systems.
The Hamiltonian systems on the quiver varieties are applied to construct solutions of
some integrable PDEs and of their hierarchies. This method originates from the work [AMM],
where solutions of the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation were constructed as rational func-
tions with poles moving as particles of the Calogero–Moser systems of type An´1. In the
papers [CC] and [Kr] the same was done for the Kadomtsev–Petviashvili (KP) equation.
Later the solutions of the KP equation were extended to solutions of the whole KP hier-
archy [W98]. In this work Wilson proved (by means of adelic Grassmannians) that the
rational solutions of the KP hierarchy is in one-to-one correspondence with the points of the
Calogero–Moser spaces (which are the quiver varieties for the one-loop quiver). In [CS] gen-
eralisations of the KP hierarchy and of its matrix version were proposed. Rational solutions
of these generalisations were obtained by using the cyclic quivers and Hamiltonian flows on
the corresponding quiver varieties.
The present work is based on [S]. Its structure is as follows.
In Section 2 basic notions and constructions are introduced. The notions of quiver and
of its representation are defined in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 is devoted to roots, to their
reflections and to a role of the roots in the theory of quiver representations. In Section 2.3 we
introduce double quiver, preprojective algebra and consider a moduli space of representations
of the preprojective algebra. In Section 2.4 a general construction of Hamiltonian reduction
and its application to the construction of the moduli spaces are described.
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Section 3 is devoted to the reflection functor and its application to the moduli spaces. In
Section 3.1 we define the reflection functor and prove that it is an equivalence of categories.
Section 3.2 is devoted to the induced isomorphism between moduli spaces. It is proved here
that it preserves algebraic and symplectic structures.
In Section 4 quiver varieties and Hamiltonian systems on them are considered for a
general quiver. In Section 4.1 the quiver varieties are defined as a particular case of the
moduli spaces. Section 4.2 is devoted to a construction of some special Hamiltonian systems
on the quiver varieties and, more generally, on the moduli spaces (for a framed quiver). In
Section 4.3 the reflection functor is applied to these Hamiltonian systems.
Section 5 is devoted to the Hamiltonian systems on the quiver varieties for the cyclic
quiver (with m vertices). It begins with the general case in Section 5.1 and continues with
particular cases in other sections. In Section 5.2 the case m “ 1 with the simplest framing
is described. In Section 5.3 the consideration is generalised to the general framing. In
Section 5.4 we consider the case of the general m with some simple framing. Section 5.5 is
devoted to the case of a more complicated framing.
In Section 6 the results obtained in the previous section are applied to the KP hierarchy
and its generalisations. In Section 6.1 we recall the definition of the KP hierarchy and
explain how the Calogero–Moser spaces are applied to describe the rational solutions of
this hierarchy. Section 6.2 is devoted to generalisation of the KP hierarchy by means of the
Cherednik algebra for the cyclic group of orderm. This allows us to define two generalisations
of the KP hierarchy. Their rational solutions are constructed by means of the quiver varieties
for the cyclic quiver. In Section 6.3 this generalises to the case of the matrix KP hierarchy.
Finally, a list of open questions on this subject is given.
Additionally, two appendices are written. In Appendix A a method of calculation of the
Poisson brackets in matrix form is described. It is applied to derivation of some formulae
used in the main text. Appendix B is devoted to an alternative proof of the fact that the
reflection functor preserves the algebraic structure of the moduli spaces.
Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Yury Berest and Oleg Chalykh for expla-
nation of some results and useful discussions. This paper is partially supported by EPSRC
under grant EP/K004999/1.
2 Preliminaries
Here we introduce basic notions and formulate main theorems of the theory of representations
of quivers and of preprojective algebras associated with quivers. In particular, we define root
systems and describe their relationship with the representations. Finally, we describe moduli
spaces of representations of preprojective algebra in terms of Hamiltonian reduction.
2.1 Quivers, path algebras and their representations
Quiver Q is an oriented graph. Formally, this is a 4-tuple pI, E, t, hq consisting of two sets
I and E, which we suppose to be finite, and two maps t : E Ñ I and h : E Ñ I. The set I
is interpreted as the set of vertices of the graph, E — as the set of edges. The values tpaq
and hpaq are interpreted as tail and head of an edge a P E respectively. We write a : i Ñ j
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or i
a
ÝÑ j when tpaq “ i and hpaq “ j, and say that a P E is an edge from the vertex i P I
to the vertex j P I. Since this notations make unnecessary the explicit usage of the maps t
and h, we usually write Q “ pI, Eq, assuming that the unmarked maps ”tail” and ”head”
are given. We also write a P Q instead of a P E.
Let us fix the field of complex numbers C for the basic field. All the vector spaces and
algebras will be over C.
Representation of the quiver Q “ pI, Eq is a family of vector spaces Vi, i P I, with a
family of linear maps Va : Vi Ñ Vj given for each edge a : iÑ j.
Denote by CI the finite-dimensional vector space
À
iPI
C1i equipped with the multiplication
1i ¨ 1j “ δij1i. (2.1)
Thus, CI is a commutative semi-simple algebra with the unity 1 “
ř
iPI
1i.
Any CI-module V is decomposed into the direct sum: V “
À
iPI
Vi, where Vi “ 1iV . On
vectors v “ pviqiPI P V , vi P Vi, the algebra CI acts as 1jv “ pδijviqiPI . Conversely, any family
of linear spaces pViqiPI gives a representation of the algebra CI on the space V “
À
iPI
Vi with
the action described above. In particular, a representation of the quiver Q “ pI, Eq gives a
representation of CI.
If V is finite-dimensional, then all Vi “ 1iV are finite-dimensional. In this case the vector
α “ pαiqiPI P Z
I
ě0 with components αi “ dimC Vi is called dimension of the CI-module V
and it is denoted by dimCI V . Note that dimC V “ |α|, where |α| :“
ř
iPI
αi. There exists a
one-to-one correspondence between finite-dimensional CI-modules (up to an isomorphism)
and vectors α P ZIě0. We assign to each vector α with components αi P Zě0 the CI-module
V “
À
iPI
Vi, corresponding to the family Vi “ C
αi; any CI-module of the dimension α is
isomorphic to V .
A representation of the quiver Q “ pI, Eq that has dimension α as a CI-module is called
a representation of the quiver Q of dimension α. The set of all representations of Q on
CI-module V “
À
iPI
Vi with Vi “ C
αi , which respect the structure of CI-module, is denoted
by ReppQ,αq. To give such a representation one can take an arbitrary family of linear
operators from Cαi to Cαj for each edge a : iÑ j. That is ReppQ,αq “
ś
a : iÑj
HompCαi,Cαj q
(product over all a P Q). Note that the set ReppQ,αq has a structure of a vector space and,
in particular, of an affine variety.
Consider the vector space CE “
À
aPE
Ca. It has a natural structure of CI-bimodule:
1k ¨ a “ δjka, a ¨ 1k “ δika for a : iÑ j. (2.2)
Define path algebra for the quiver Q “ pI, Eq as CQ “ TCICE, where TAM is the tensor
algebra of the bimodule M over the algebra A. It has the following Z-grading:
CQ “
8à
ℓ“0
pCQqℓ, pCQq0 “ CI, pCQq1 “ CE,
pCQq2 “ CE bCI CE, pCQq3 “ CE bCI CE bCI CE, . . .
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If ℓ ě 1 then the vector space pCQqℓ is freely generated by the elements of the form aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a1,
where ak : ik´1 Ñ ik are edges going successively between the vertices i0, i1, . . . , iℓ P I. Such
elements are called paths of the length ℓ from the vertex i0 to the vertex iℓ. In particular,
the paths of the length one are edges a P Q. The elements 1i generating the subalgebra
CI Ă CQ are called trivial paths. The trivial path 1i is the path of the length zero from i
to i. The path algebra CQ can be defined as an algebra generated by 1i and a P Q with
relations (2.1), (2.2). Note also that these relations imply
ba “ 0 whenever a : iÑ j, b : i1 Ñ j1, j ‰ i1.
Let pVi, Vaq be a representation of the quiver Q. Define an action of CQ on V “
À
iPI
Vi.
Let 1i act as above. Then, for a : i Ñ j and v “ pvlqlPI define av “ Vavi, where Vavi is
understood as an element of V via the embedding Vj ãÑ V . This is in agreement with the
relations (2.2) and hence we obtain a structure of CQ-module on V . Conversely, any CQ-
module V is a CI-module and the edges a : i Ñ j act on v “ pvlqlPI as av “ Vavi, for some
linear maps Va : Vi Ñ Vj. This means that the representations of the path algebra (CQ-
modules) are in one-to-one correspondence with the representations of quiver Q. Moreover,
there is an identification ReppCQ,αq “ ReppQ,αq, where ReppCQ,αq is a set of C-algebra
homomorphisms (representations) ρ : CQÑ EndV on V “
À
iPI Vi, Vi “ C
αi , which respect
the CI-module structure: ρp1iq “ 1i @ i P I. The variety of all n-dimensional representations
ρ : CQÑ EndpCnq is decomposed into disconnected union: ReppCQ, nq “
Ů
|α|“n
ReppCQ,αq.
Let GLpαq :“
ś
iPI
GLpαi,Cq. The action of an element g “ pgiqiPI P GLpαq on a vector
v “ pviqiPI P V “
À
iPI
Vi is defined by the action of each component gi P GLpαi,Cq on
Vi “ C
αi , that is g.v “ pgi.viqiPI . This induces an action of the group GLpαq on ReppQ,αq:
Va ÞÑ gjVag
´1
i , a : iÑ j. (2.3)
Let V “ pVi, Vaq and rV “ prVi, rVaq are representations of the quiver Q. Their morphism
is a morphism of CQ-modules φ : V Ñ rV . It has the form φ “ pφiqiPI :“ À
iPI
φi, where
φi : Vi Ñ rVi are linear maps such that φjVa “ rVaφi for each a : iÑ j. Any element g P GLpαq
maps a representation V “ pVi, Vaq to an isomorphic representation: their isomorphism is
given by the maps φi “ gi : C
αi Ñ Cαi. Moreover, the representation V, rV P ReppQ,αq are
isomorphic if and only if rV “ g.V for some g P GLpαq.
For an affine variety M denote by CrMs the algebra of regular functions f : M Ñ C. If
a group G acts on M , we define the subalgebra of invariant functions:
CrMsG :“ tf P CrMs | fpgxq “ fpxq @ g P G, x PMu.
An element p P CQ is called a cycle, if it is a path from a vertex i P I to the same vertex.
For each cycle p “ aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a11i we define the regular function trαppq P C
“
ReppQ,αq
‰
, which
maps a representation V “ pVi, Vaq P ReppQ,αq to the number trpVak ¨ ¨ ¨Va2Va1 idCαi q P C,
where the trace is taken over the space Vi “ C
αi (for trivial paths one obtains trαp1iq “ αi).
The formula (2.3) implies that trαppq P C
“
ReppQ,αq
‰GLpαq
.
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The structure of the algebras of invariant functions on the space of representations is
given by the following theorem [LeBPro].
Theorem 2.1. (Le Bruyn–Procesi) The algebra C
“
ReppQ,αq
‰GLpαq
is generated by the func-
tions trαppq.
2.2 Root systems
The theory of quiver representations is closely related to the notion of root. In order to
define the root system we first define reflections by means of a bilinear form depending on
a quiver. The roots play an important role in the theory of reflection functor developed in
Section 3.
For a quiver Q “ pI, Eq define the numbers
nij “ nji “ |ta : iÑ ju| ` |ta : j Ñ iu|, i, j P I.
If i ‰ j, then nij is the number of edges between the vertices i and j (in both directions).
At the same time, nii is the double number of loops in the vertex i. Denote the subset of
loop free vertices by Ilf “ ti P I | nii “ 0u. Equip the lattice Z
I “ tα “ pαiqiPI | αi P Zu
with the Z-valued symmetric from:
pα, βq “ 2
ÿ
iPI
αiβi ´
ÿ
aPQ
a : iÑj
pαiβj ` αjβiq (2.4)
(notations of the form
ř
aPQ
a : iÑj
or
ř
a : iÑj
should be understood as
ř
i,jPI
ř
aPQ
a : iÑj
). Let εi P Z
I are
basis vectors: pεiqj “ δij . Then
pεi, εjq “ 2δij ´ nij . (2.5)
In particular, one has pεi, εiq “ 2 for any i P Ilf .
Reflection at a vertex i P Ilf is the Z-linear map
si : Z
I Ñ ZI , siα “ α ´ pα, εiqεi. (2.6)
Note that s2i “ 1 and siεi “ ´εi for any i P Ilf . Denote the group generated by the reflections
si, i P Ilf , by W .
If we forget the orientation of a quiver Q, we obtain a usual (nonoriented) graph. We
call it the graph of the quiver Q. A quiver is said to be connected if its graph is connected.
Any subset of vertices I 1 Ă I induces the quiver Q1 “ pI 1, E 1q with the set of edges E 1 “
ta P Q | a : iÑ j, i, j P I 1u. The subset Supppαq “ ti P I | αi ‰ 0u Ă I is called the support
of the vector α P ZI . We say that α has a connected support if the quiver induced by the
subset Supppαq is connected.
A vector α P ZI is called a real root if it belongs to an orbit Wεi for some i P Ilf . We
denote the set of all real roots by ∆repQq. Then, let us define the following set called the
fundamental domain:
F “ tα P ZIě0 | α ‰ 0, pα, εiq ď 0 @ i P I and α has a connected supportu
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(the condition pα, εiq ď 0 for the vertices i R Ilf is satisfied automatically). A vector α P Z
I
is called an imaginary root, if α PWF or ´α PWF . We denote the set of all imaginary roots
by ∆impQq. An element α P Z
I is called a root, if it belongs to ∆pQq :“ ∆repQq Y∆impQq.
The set ∆pQq is called a root system of the quiver Q.
Let qpαq “ 1
2
pα, αq “
ř
iPI
α2i ´
ř
a : iÑj
αiαj. This is a Z-valued function on Z
I . Since
psiα, siβq “ pα, βq for any α, β P Z
I , i P Ilf , the function qpαq is W -invariant in the sense
that qpwαq “ qpαq for any α P ZI , w P W . Note that pεi, εiq “ 2 @ i P Ilf and that
pα, αq “
ř
iPI
αipα, εiq ď 0 @α P F . Hence qpαq “ 1 for the real roots α and qpαq ď 0
for the imaginary roots α. Consequently, the sets ∆repQq and ∆impQq do not intersect:
∆pQq “ ∆repQq \∆impQq.
Note also that the bilinear form (2.4), the numbers nij , the groupW and the root system
∆pQq depend on the graph of the quiver Q only, but not on the orientation of its edges.
If this graph contains a loop, multiple lines or a cycle (nonoriented), then ∆impQq is not
empty. Indeed if there exists a cycle i1–i2–. . . –iℓ–i1, then εi1 ` εi2 ` . . . ` εiℓ P F (loops
and multiple lines are particular cases of nonoriented cycle). But if even there are no loops,
multiple lines and cycles, then ∆impQq can be non-empty anyway.
1 The cases, when all the
roots are real, correspond exactly to so-called finite graphs, whose connected components
are Dynkin diagrams for the simple Lie algebras of the types A, D, E. In this case the set
∆pQq “ ∆repQq is finite and coincides with the root system of the corresponding semi-simple
Lie algebra. The group W in this case is the corresponding Weyl group. In other cases the
sets ∆pQq and W are infinite [Kac].2
A root α P ∆pQq is called positive (negative), if αi ě 0 @ i P I (αi ď 0 @ i P I). The
positive and negative roots form the sets ∆`pQq and ∆´pQq. As for the finite root systems
one has the formula ∆pQq “ ∆`pQq \ ∆´pQq in general case. It is proved by means of
the theory of Lie algebras [Kac]. We use the notations ∆`repQq “ ∆repQq X ∆
`pQq and
∆`impQq “ ∆impQq X∆
`pQq. These sets have the following properties [Kac]: if α P ∆`impQq,
then wα P ∆`impQq @w P W ; if α P ∆
`
repQq, i P Ilf and α ‰ εi, then siα P ∆
`
repQq.
The following theorem, which relates the notion of roots with the theory of quiver rep-
resentations, was proved in [Kac] (see also [CBL], [CB01]).
Theorem 2.2. (Kac)
1. A quiver Q has an indecomposable representation of the dimension α if and only if
α P ∆`pQq;
2. for α P ∆`repQq there exists a unique indecomposable representation (up to an isomor-
phism);
3. for α P ∆`impQq there are infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
representations.
1For example, ∆impQq ‰ H, if the graph of the quiver Q is an extended Dynkin graph of typeD or E,
that is a Dynkin graph of an affine Lie algebra of these types (see e.g. [Kac] or [CBL]).
2Infiniteness of ∆pQq follows from the fact that nα P ∆impQq for any n P Zě1 and α P ∆impQq. If the
group W was finite, then it would be a reflection group, but the finite reflection groups are classified (see
e.g. [Hum]) and the conditions pεi, εiq “ 2, pεi, εjq P Z are satisfied for the types A, D, E only.
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This theorem implies that there exists a representation of a quiver Q of the dimension
α, if α is decomposed into a sum of positive roots, and the number of the representations
for each decomposition depends on the type of each summand (either it is real or imaginary
root).
2.3 Preprojective algebra and its representations
Suppose we have a quiver Q “ pI, Eq. Now let us double the number of edges: for each edge
a : iÑ j we add a new edge between the same vertices but in opposite direction, we denote
it by a˚ : j Ñ i. In this way we obtain the quiver Q “ pI, E\E˚q, where E˚ “ ta˚ | a P Eu,
it is called the double of Q or double quiver. The edges a and a˚ are said to be dual to each
other: if b “ a˚ P Q for some a P Q, then we also write b˚ for a. The space of representations
of the double quiver of the dimension α P ZIě0 is
ReppQ,αq “
ź
aPQ
a : iÑj
´
HompCαi,Cαj q ˆ HompCαj ,Cαiq
¯
“ T ˚ReppQ,αq.
As a cotangent bundle it is equipped with the symplectic form
ω “
ÿ
aPQ
trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq “
ÿ
aPQ
a : iÑj
αiÿ
k“1
αjÿ
l“1
dpVa˚qkl ^ dpVaqlk. (2.7)
Let λ “ pλiq P C
I be a vector with components λi P C, i P I. Denote by Π
λpQq the
quotient algebra of the path algebra CQ over the relationsÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : jÑi
aa˚ ´
ÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : iÑj
a˚a “ λi1i, i P I. (2.8)
By using the notations
p´1qa “ 1, p´1qa
˚
“ ´1 for a P Q (2.9)
one can rewrite these relations in more compact form:ÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : jÑi
p´1qaaa˚ “ λi1i, i P I. (2.10)
The algebra ΠλpQq is called the deformed preprojective algebra or simply preprojective algebra
(λ is a parameter of deformation) [CBH].
For a representation of the algebra ΠλpQq on a vector space its composition with the
projection CQ։ ΠλpQq gives a representation of the double quiver Q on this space. More-
over, different representations of ΠλpQq give different representations of Q. A representation
V “ pVi, Va, Va˚q of the quiver Q is obtained from a representation of the algebra Π
λpQq, if
and only if ÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ “ λi idVi , i P I. (2.11)
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In finite-dimensional case this is a system of algebraic equations (one has pdimViq
2 equa-
tions for each i P I). All the ΠλpQq-modules of dimension α form an affine subvariety
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
Ă ReppQ,αq, defined by the equations (2.11).
Let λ ¨ α “
ř
iPI
λiαi. By taking trace of the equations (2.11) and summing over i P I, we
derive λ ¨ α “ 0. This is a necessary condition for existence of a representation of ΠλpQq of
dimension α.
We say that the CQ-submodule V 1 Ă V is a CQ-module summand of V , if the CQ-module
V is a CQ-module direct sum of V 1 and a CQ-submodule V 2 Ă V .
Theorem 2.3. [CBL] A representation V “ pVi, Vaq of the quiver Q can be extended to a
representation V “ pVi, Va, Va˚q of the algebra Π
λpQq, if and only if λ ¨ dimCI V
1 “ 0 for any
CQ-module summand V 1 Ă V .
Corollary 2.3.1. The set Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is not empty if and only if α “
ř
l α
plq, where
αplq P ∆`pQq are such that λ ¨ αplq “ 0. In this case there exists V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, αq being
decomposed into a sum of indecomposable ΠλpQq-modules V plq P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, αplq
˘
.
Proof. Let V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. Decompose V into a direct sum of indecomposable CQ-
modules: V “
À
l V
plq, V plq P Rep
`
Q,αplq
˘
. Then α “
ř
l α
plq and due to Kac Theorem 2.2
we have αplq P ∆`pQq. Since V plq are CQ-module summands of V , Theorem 2.3 implies that
λ ¨ αplq “ 0.
Conversely, if αplq P ∆`pQq are such that λ ¨ αplq “ 0, then there exist indecomposable
CQ-modules V plq P Rep
`
Q,αplq
˘
, and by virtue of Theorem 2.3 they are extended to ΠλpQq-
modules V plq P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, αplq
˘
. Each V plq is indecomposable as ΠλpQq-module, because
otherwise it would be decomposable as CQ-module. The ΠλpQq-module V “
À
l V
plq belongs
to Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
for α “
ř
l α
plq.
The group GLpαq acts on ReppQ,αq. Explicitly the action (2.3) of an element g “ pgiq
on V “ pVi, Va, Va˚q P ReppQ,αq has the form
Va ÞÑ gjVag
´1
i , Va˚ ÞÑ giVa˚g
´1
j , a : iÑ j. (2.12)
These formulae imply that this action preserves the relations (2.11) for any λ P CI . Thus,
we have an action of the group GLpαq on Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
, which relates isomorphic (and
only isomorphic) representations of the preprojective algebra ΠλpQq. Isomorphism classes of
representations of the preprojective algebra (of ΠλpQq-modules) of a fixed dimension α P ZIě0
form the orbit space Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq. This quotient not always has a structure of an
algebraic variety.
Let ppαq “ 1´ qpαq “ 1`
ř
a : iÑj
αiαj´
ř
iPI
αiαi. The following theorem follows from [CB01,
Corollary 1.4, Lemma 6.5].
Theorem 2.4. If Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
‰ H and all the modules V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
are simple,
then α P ∆`pQq and the orbit space Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq is a smooth connected affine
variety of the dimension 2ppαq.
Remark 2.1. In accordance with Corollary 2.3.1 the condition Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
‰ H in
Theorem 2.4 can be replaced by the requirement that α is a positive root satisfying λ ¨α “ 0.
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When the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq is an affine
variety called moduli space. Regular functions on Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq are exactly GLpαq-
invariant regular functions on Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
, that is
C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq
‰
“ C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘‰GLpαq
. (2.13)
Remark 2.2. In general case one should consider closed orbits only, since the regular (and
hence continuous) invariant functions do not distinguish unclosed orbits from adjacent closed
orbits. The orbit of the point V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is closed if and only if ΠλpQq-module V
is semi-simple [CBL, § 3.3]. In the general case the moduli space is defined as a space
of orbits of semi-simple modules and is denoted by Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{{GLpαq. In this case
the algebra of regular functions on the moduli space is also given by the right hand side
of (2.13).3 Theorem 2.4 is generalised as follows: if Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
‰ H and a generic point
V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is a simple module, then the moduli space Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{{GLpαq is an
irreducible affine variety, which is smooth in the points corresponding to the simple modules
(see [CB01, Corollary 1.4, Lemma 6.5]). Let R`λ “ tα P ∆
`pQq | λ ¨ α “ 0u. In accordance
with [CB01, Theorem 1.2] the condition that the set Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is not empty and a
generic module from this set is simple is equivalent to α P Σλ, where Σλ is a set of roots
α P R`λ satisfying ppαq ą
rř
l“1
ppαplqq for any decomposition α “
rř
l“1
αplq such that r ě 2 and
αplq P R`λ @ l.
2.4 Moduli space as a Hamiltonian reduction
The moduli space has a symplectic structure inherited from the space ReppQ,αq. To describe
it we use Hamiltonian reduction [AG, Ar, Et]. First we give a general construction of the
Hamiltonian reduction (in terms of algebraic geometry), and then we apply it to our case,
obtaining the moduli spaces as symplectic varieties.
Let M be a connected smooth variety equipped with a symplectic form ωM . Let G be
a connected (affine) Lie group G, which acts on the variety M , preserving its symplectic
structure. Infinitesimally this action is given by vector fields Vθ P VectpMq enumerated
by the elements θ P g, where g is the Lie algebra of G. This action is called a Poisson
action, if there exist functions Hθ P C
8pMq such that Vθf “ tHθ, fu and tHθ, Hηu “ Hrθ,ηs
for all θ, η P g, f P C8pMq. If, for example, M0 is a smooth connected variety and G is a
connected group acting onM , then the action induced onM “ T ˚M0 is Poisson with respect
to the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle [AG, Chatper 3, § 3.1], [Ar,
Appendix 5, § A].
We will interested in the case whenM “ T ˚Cn “ C2n for some n and the group G acts on
Cn by linear homogeneous transformations. In the standard coordinates x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn
the symplectic form and the corresponding Poisson brackets have the form ωM “
nř
i“1
dpi^dxi,
tf, hu “
nř
i“1
´ Bf
Bxi
Bh
Bpi
´
Bf
Bpi
Bh
Bxi
¯
. One can suppose that G Ă GLpn,Cq and g Ă glpn,Cq (if
3The variety M{{G :“ Spec
`
CrM sG
˘
is called a categorical quotient of an affine variety M by the action
of a group G.
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the representation G Ñ GLpn,Cq is not faithful then one can replace the group G by its
quotient by the kernel of this representation). Then the Hamiltonians of the action of G on
M have the form Hθ “
nř
i,j“1
piθijxj , θ P g.
Let g˚ be the space dual to g. The g˚-valued function P : M Ñ g˚ defined by the formula
P pxqpθq “ Hθpxq, x P M , θ P g is called a moment map. Consider a point λ P g
˚ and let
Gλ “ tg P G | Ad
˚
gpλq “ λu be its stabiliser with respect to the coadjoint action. Since
Hθ are regular functions on M “ T
˚Cn, the full preimage P´1pλq is an affine variety in M
(possibly reducible). The moment map relates the action of G onM with its coadjoint action
as P pgxq “ Ad˚g
`
P pxq
˘
(see [AG, Chapter 3, § 3.1], [Ar, Appendix 5, § A]). Therefore the
preimage P´1pλq Ă M is invariant with respect to the subgroup Gλ Ă G. Suppose that all
the Gλ-orbits in P
´1pλq are closed, then the quotient Nλ :“ P
´1pλq{Gλ is an affine variety.
It is called a Hamiltonian reduction.
Theorem 2.5. (see e.g. [Ar, Appendix 5, § B]). Suppose the variety Nλ “ P
´1pλq{Gλ to be
smooth. Then it has the symplectic structure ωλ: for x P P
´1pλq and ξ, η P TrxsNλ one sets
ωλpξ, ηq “ ωMpξ
1, η1q, (2.14)
where ξ1, η1 P Tx
`
P´1pλq
˘
Ă TxM are any preimages of ξ, η with respect to the differential
of the projection P´1pλq։ Nλ.
The restriction of an invariant function h P CrMsG to P´1pλq Ă M is Gλ-invariant
function identified with a function on Nλ and denoted by hλ P CrNλs.
Proposition 2.6. The Poisson brackets t´,´uNλ and t´,´uM associated with the sym-
plectic forms ωλ and ωM respectively are related as tfλ, hλuNλprxsq “ tf, huM pxq, where
f, h P CrMsG, x P P´1pλq.
Proof. Let Xf be the Hamiltonian field with a Hamiltonian f , it is defined by means of ω as
follows: ωxpXfpxq, ξq “ pdfqxpξq at any point x and for any tangent vector ξ at x. Then the
Poisson brackets associated with a symplectic form ω are tf, hu “ ´ωpXf , Xhq. The fields
Xf and Xh (at the point x) are preimages of Xfλ and Xhλ (at the point rxs) respectively [Ar,
Appendix 5, § C]. Hence tfλ, hλuNλ “ ´ωλpXfλ , Xhλq “ ´ωMpXf , Xhq “ tf, hu.
In our case M0 “ ReppQ,αq, M “ ReppQ,αq “ T
˚M0 and GLpαq acts of the vector
space M0 by linear homogeneous transformations. The Lie algebra of GLpαq is
Endpαq :“
à
iPI
EndpCαiq “
à
iPI
glpαi,Cq.
Its dual vector space can be identified with Endpαq by means of the bilinear form pθ, ηq “ř
iPI
trpθiηiq, where θ “ pθiq, η “ pηiq P Endpαq.
The kernel of the representation GLpαq Ñ GLpM0q is the subgroup C
ˆ, consisting of
elements g P GLpαq with components gi “ c P Czt0u. The corresponding quotient group
Gpαq :“ GLpαq{Cˆ acts effectively on M “ ReppQ,αq, so it is embedded to GLpM0q. The
action of Gpαq onM is Poisson, since it is induced by the action of Gpαq onM0 “ ReppQ,αq.
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The Lie algebra of the quotient group G “ Gpαq is the quotient algebra g “ Endpαq{pC ¨ 1q,
where 1 “ pidCαi qiPI . Its dual space is
g˚ “ Endpαq0 :“
 
u “ puiq P Endpαq |
ÿ
iPI
tr ui “ 0
(
Ă Endpαq. (2.15)
Let us identify λ “ pλiqiPI P C
I with the element
`
λi idCαi
˘
iPI
P Endpαq. Then the formulař
iPI
trpλi idCαi q “ λ ¨ α implies that the condition λ ¨ α “ 0 is equivalent to λ P Endpαq0. One
can always suppose this condition to be satisfied: it is necessary for the non-emptiness of
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. The moment map Pα : ReppQ,αq Ñ g
˚ has the form
PαpV q “
`
Pα,ipV q
˘
iPI
, Pα,ipV q “
ÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ , (2.16)
(see Appendix A). This implies P´1α pλq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. The stabiliser of λ “ pλiq P g
˚ is
Gλ “ G “ Gpαq. We will suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. Then
the Hamiltonian reduction is exactly the moduli space:
Nλpαq :“ Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{Gpαq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{GLpαq.
It is smooth connected affine variety. By virtue of Theorem 2.5 it is equipped with the
symplectic form ωλ,α given by the formula (2.14).
This symplectic form on Nλpαq can be understood as follows. Let zk be local coordinates
in a domain of the variety Nλpαq. In this domain a point z “ pzkq can be presented by
a (semi-simple) module V pzq “
`
Vi, Vapzq
˘
P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
, so that we obtain smooth
HompCαi ,Cαj q-valued functions Va “ Vapzq (a P Q, a : i Ñ j, i, j P I) satisfying (2.11).
Then (2.14) in this domain has the form
ωλ,α “
ÿ
aPQ
trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq “
ÿ
aPQ
tr
`
dVa˚pzq ^ dVapzq
˘
“
“
ÿ
aPQ
ÿ
k,l
tr
´BVa˚
Bzk
BVa
Bzl
¯
dzk ^ dzl. (2.17)
Consider the functions trαppq P ReppQ,αq, where p P CQ are cycles in the double quiver
(see Section 2.1). Their restriction to the subvariety Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
gives the functions
trαppqλ P CrNλpαqs. Theorem 2.1 implies the following fact (see [CB02, Lemma 2.2]).
Proposition 2.7. The algebra C
“
Nλpαq
‰
“ C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘‰Gpαq
is generated by the re-
strictions of the functions trαppq to Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
, i.e. by trαppqλ, where p runs over all
cycles in Q.
Remark 2.3. If not all the Gλ-orbits in P
´1pλq are closed, the Hamiltonian reduction is
defined as Nλ “ P
´1pλq{{Gλ, this is a variety consisting of the closed orbits. If it is smooth,
it has symplectic structure defined by the formula (2.14), where x P P´1pλq is such that
the orbit Gx is closed. In the case M “ ReppQ,αq, G “ Gpαq and λ “ pλiq the Hamil-
tonian reduction is the moduli space Nλpαq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{{GLpαq (see Remark 2.2).
Proposition 2.7 is also valid for this variety.
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3 Reflection functor for the preprojective algebras
First we define the reflection functor on the representations of the preprojective algebras
associated with a quiver [CBH] (see also [CBL]). We show that it gives an equivalence of
categories. Then we consider how it acts on the moduli spaces and prove that it preserves
their algebraic and symplectic structures.
3.1 Definition of the reflection functor
Let i P Ilf . Recall that the reflection si acts on the lattice Z
I by the formula (2.6). Define a
dual reflection as the linear transformation ri : C
I Ñ CI by the formula
priλqj “ λj ´ pεi, εjqλi. (3.1)
The chain of the equalities
riλ ¨ α “
ÿ
j
`
λj ´ pεi, εjqλi
˘
αj “ λ ¨ α ´ pεi, αqλi “ λ ¨ siα
and the involution property s2i “ 1 imply
r2i “ 1, λ ¨ α “ riλ ¨ siα, i P Ilf . (3.2)
Fix a vertex k P Ilf and a vector λ P C
I . We say that a reflection is admissible at
the vertex k P Ilf for given λ P C
I , if λk ‰ 0. In this case we will construct the functor
F λk from the category of Π
λpQq-modules to the category of ΠrkλpQq-modules, which maps
representations of the dimension α to representations of the dimension skα.
Let V “ pVi, Vaq, i P I, a P Q, be a representation of the preprojective algebra Π
λpQq.
To define the value of the functor F λk on V , we construct a representation V
1 of the algebra
ΠrkλpQq as follows.
Introduce the notations4
H “ ta P Q | a : j Ñ k for some ju Ă E \ E˚ (3.3)
and V‘ “
À
aPH
a : jÑk
Vj. For each a : j Ñ k we have the canonical embedding µa : Vj ãÑ V‘ and
projection πa : V‘ ։ Vj. Define linear maps µ : Vk Ñ V‘ and π : V‘ Ñ Vk as
µ “
ÿ
aPH
µaVa˚, π “
1
λk
ÿ
aPH
p´1qaVaπa. (3.4)
Then the relation (2.11) for i “ k takes the form πµ “ 1. In particular, it follows that the
map µ is injective and π is surjective. Moreover the exact sequence
0 // Ker π // V‘
π // Vk // 0 (3.5)
4Usually to define the reflection functor one supposes for simplicity that a P Q for any edge a : j Ñ k
(see e.g. [CB01]). To reach this condition one needs to reorient the quiver Q and use an isomorphism
ΠλpQq » ΠλpQ1q, where Q1 is the reoriented quiver (reorientation depends on k). We will not suppose that,
since the usage of the notation (2.9) makes this simplification to be unnecessary.
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splits by µ : Vk Ñ V‘, that is V‘ “ Ker π ‘ Vk. Let V
1
k “ Ker π and V
1
j “ Vj for j ‰ k.
Denote by µ1 : V 1k ãÑ V‘ and π
1 : V‘ ։ V
1
k the canonical embedding and projection of the
direct sum:
V 1k
µ1 //
V‘
π1
oo
π
// Vk
µoo (3.6)
πµ “ 1, πµ1 “ 0, (3.7)
π1µ1 “ 1, π1µ “ 0, (3.8)
µπ ` µ1π1 “ 1. (3.9)
Define maps V 1a : V
1
i Ñ V
1
j , a P Q, a : i Ñ j, as follows: if a P H , then a : j Ñ k, a
˚ : k Ñ j
for some j P I and then we define V 1a : Vj Ñ V
1
k and V
1
a˚ : V
1
k Ñ Vj by the formulae
V 1a “ ´λkp´1q
aπ1µa, V
1
a˚ “ πaµ
1; (3.10)
if a R H and a˚ R H , then we set V 1a “ Va.
Lemma 3.1. For any a, b P H one has
V 1b˚V
1
a “ ´λkp´1q
aδab ` Vb˚Va, (3.11)ÿ
cPH
p´1qcV 1cVc˚ “ 0, (3.12)ÿ
cPH
p´1qcVcV
1
c˚ “ 0. (3.13)
Proof. By using (3.9) and πbµa “ δab we obtain
V 1b˚V
1
a “ ´λkp´1q
aπbµ
1π1µa “ ´λkp´1q
aπbp1´ µπqµa “ ´λkp´1q
aδab ` λkp´1q
aπbµπµa “
“ ´λkp´1q
aδab ` p´1q
a
ÿ
c,dPH
p´1qdπbµcVc˚Vdπdµa “ ´λkp´1q
aδab ` Vb˚Va.
Further, the right formulae in (3.8) and (3.7) implyÿ
cPH
p´1qcV 1cVc˚ “ ´λk
ÿ
cPH
π1µcVc˚ “ ´λkπ
1µ “ 0, (3.14)
ÿ
cPH
p´1qcVcV
1
c˚ “
ÿ
cPH
p´1qcVcπcµ
1 “ λkπµ
1 “ 0 (3.15)
respectively.
Now let us show that V 1 “ pV 1i , V
1
aq is a representation of the algebra Π
rkλpQq. We need
to check the relations (2.11) for all i P I. Note that nkk “ 0 implies pεk, εkq “ 2, so that
prkλqk “ λk ´ 2λk “ ´λk. The relation (2.11) for i “ k is proven as follows:ÿ
a : jÑk
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “
ÿ
aPH
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “ ´λk
ÿ
aPH
π1µaπaµ
1 “ ´λkπ
1µ1 “ ´λk “ prkλqk,
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where we used
ř
aPH
µaπa “ 1 and the left formula in (3.8). In the case i ‰ k we obtain
pεi, εkq “ ´nik, prkλqi “ λi ` nikλk andÿ
a : jÑi
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “
ÿ
aPQ,j‰k
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ `
ÿ
a˚PH
a : kÑi
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ . (3.16)
The second term in (3.16) has the formÿ
a˚PH
a : kÑi
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “ ´
ÿ
aPH
a : iÑk
p´1qaV 1a˚V
1
a “ ´
ÿ
aPH
a : iÑk
`
´ λk ` p´1q
aVa˚Va
˘
,
where we used the formula (3.11) for a “ b. By taking into accountˇˇ
ta P H | a : iÑ ku
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
ta P Q | a : iÑ ku
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
ta˚ P Q | a˚ : iÑ ku
ˇˇ
“ nik
we continue:ÿ
a˚PH
a : kÑi
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “ nikλk ´
ÿ
aPH
a : iÑk
p´1qaVa˚Va “ nikλk `
ÿ
aPQ
a : kÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚.
By summing one yieldsÿ
a : jÑi
p´1qaV 1aV
1
a˚ “
ÿ
aPQ
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ ` nikλk “ λi ` nikλk “ prkλqi.
Hence, V 1 is a ΠrkλpQq-module.
To define the functor on morphisms, consider a morphism φ : V Ñ rV between two ΠλpQq-
modules V “ pVi, Vaq and rV “ prVi, rVaq. It is given by the maps φi : Vi Ñ rVi such that
φjVa “ rVaφi @ a : i Ñ j. The construction described above gives us ΠrkλpQq-modules
V 1 “ pV 1i , V
1
aq and rV 1 “ prV 1i , rV 1aq. Set φ1i “ φi for i ‰ k and φ1k “ ´ 1λk ř
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 1bφjV 1b˚. Let
us check that φ1 “ pφ1iq is a morphism V
1 Ñ rV 1.
If a : iÑ j and i ‰ k ‰ j, then φ1jV
1
a “ φjVa “ rVaφi “ rV 1aφ1i. Let a : iÑ k, then by using
the formula (3.11), we obtain
φ1kV
1
a “ ´
1
λk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 1bφjV 1b˚V 1a “ rV 1aφi ´ 1λk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 1bφjVb˚Va.
The second term vanishes:ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 1bφjVb˚ “ ÿ
bPH
p´1qbrV 1b rVb˚φk “ 0
due to (3.12). Analogously, for a˚ : k Ñ i we have
rV 1a˚φ1k “ ´ 1λk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 1a˚ rV 1bφjV 1b˚ “ φiV 1a˚ ´ 1λk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrVa˚ rVbφjV 1b˚.
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And again: ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrVbφjV 1b˚ “ ÿ
bPH
p´1qbφkVbV
1
b˚ “ 0
due to (3.13). Thus φ1 is a morphism.
Denote by ΠλpQq-Mod the category of the (left) ΠλpQq-modules.
Definition 3.1. Let k P Ilf and λ P C
I be such that λk ‰ 0. The functor
F λk : Π
λpQq-ModÑ ΠrkλpQq-Mod (3.17)
that maps a ΠλpQq-module V to the ΠrkλpQq-module V 1 and a ΠλpQq-module morphism φ
to the ΠrkλpQq-module morphism φ1 is called the reflection functor.
Recall (see e.g. [ML]) that two categories C and D are called equivalent, if there exist
functors F : C Ñ D and G : D Ñ C such that the objects X P C and Y P D are naturally
isomorphic to the objects GF pXq and FGpY q respectively (the term naturally means that
one has φ “ GF pφq and ψ “ FGpψq for any morphisms φ in C and ψ in D with respect
to the identification GF pXq “ X and FGpY q “ Y ). In this case the objects X P C and
F pXq P D has the same properties such as simplicity, semi-simplicity, indecomposability etc.
In particular, isomorphic objects are mapped to isomorphic ones.
Theorem 3.2. For any k P Ilf and λ P C
I such that λk ‰ 0 the functor F
λ
k gives an
equivalence of categories ΠλpQq-Mod and ΠrkλpQq-Mod.
Proof. Since prkλqk “ ´λk ‰ 0 and r
2
kpλq “ λ, there is another reflection functor
F rkλk : Π
rkλpQq-Mod Ñ ΠλpQq-Mod. Let V 1 “ F λk pV q and V
2 “ F rkλk pV
1q. Consider ele-
ments of the construction of ΠλpQq-module V 2 from ΠrkλpQq-module V 1. The space V‘, the
embeddings µa and the projections πa for this construction are the same as for the construc-
tion of V 1 from V . By replacing λk, Va and Va˚ in the definition (3.4) by ´λk, V
1
a and V
1
a˚ ,
we see that the maps (3.4) for the construction of V 2 from V 1 are equal to
ÿ
aPH
µaV
1
a˚ “
ÿ
aPH
µaπaµ
1 “ µ1, ´
1
λk
ÿ
aPH
p´1qaV 1aπa “
ÿ
aPH
π1µaπa “ π
1.
This means that the diagram of the direct sum (3.6) for the construction of V 2 from V 1 has
the form
V 2k “ Vk
µ // V‘
π
oo
π1
// V 1k
µ1oo . (3.18)
By substituting λk Ñ ´λk, µ
1 Ñ µ and π1 Ñ π in the formulae (3.10), one yields
V 2a “ λkp´1q
aπµa “ p´1q
a
ÿ
bPH
p´1qbVaπbµa “ Va, (3.19)
V 2a˚ “ πaµ “ πa
ÿ
bPH
µbVb˚ “ Va˚. (3.20)
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Thus, V 2 coincides with V as ΠλpQq-module. Now, let φ : V Ñ rV be a morphism of ΠλpQq-
modules, F λk pφq “ φ
1 : V 1 Ñ rV 1 and F rkλk pφ1q “ φ2 : V Ñ rV . Then φ2i “ φ1i “ φi for any i ‰ k
and
φ2k “ ´
1
prkλqk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrV 2b φ1jV 2b˚ “ 1λk
ÿ
b : jÑk
p´1qbrVbφjVb˚ “ 1
λk
ÿ
bPH
p´1qbrVbrVb˚φk “ φk.
Hence the identification F rkλk F
λ
k pV q “ V is a natural isomorphism for Π
λpQq-modules V . By
replacing λ with rkλ we obtain a natural isomorphism F
λ
k F
rkλ
k pV q “ V for Π
rkλpQq-modules
V .
3.2 Symplectic isomorphism of the moduli spaces
The reflection functor F λk maps a finite-dimensional module to a finite-dimensional one.
More precisely, if V is a ΠλpQq-module of the dimension α P ZIě0, then V
1 “ F λk pV q is a
ΠrkλpQq-module of the dimension skα. Indeed, dim V
1
i “ dimVi “ αi for i ‰ k, and
dimV 1k “ dimV‘ ´ dimVk “
ÿ
aPH
a : jÑk
dimVj ´ dimVk “
ÿ
j‰k
njkαj ´ αk.
On the other hand,
skα “ α ´ pα, εkqεk “
ÿ
iPI
αiεi ´
`
2αk ´
ÿ
j‰k
njkαj
˘
εk, (3.21)
or, componentwise: pskαqi “ αi for i ‰ k and pskαqk “
ř
j‰k
njkαj ´ αk.
Form the construction of the module V 1 we can not extract a canonical basis in V 1k by
the bases of the spaces Vi, i P I. Hence, the functor F
λ
k does not give a (regular) map
from Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
to Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
. However, Theorem 3.2 implies that F λk defines
a bijection between the orbit spaces
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{Gpαq Ø Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
{Gpskαq. (3.22)
This bijection can not be considered as regular, if one of these spaces is not a variety.
Note also that skα R Z
I
ě0 for some α P Z
I
ě0. The following statement is a consequence of
Theorem 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. Let α P ZIě0 and λ P C
I such that λk ‰ 0.
(a) If Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
‰ H, then Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
‰ H, and, in particular, skα P Z
I
ě0.
5
(b) If all the modules V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
are simple, then all V P Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
are
also simple.
5This can be shown by using Corollary 2.3.1 and the theory of root systems.
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The Proposition 3.3 implies that in the case λk ‰ 0 the condition of Theorem 2.4 is
satisfied for λ and α if and only if it is satisfied for rkλ and skα. In this case the varieties
Nλpαq and Nrkλpskαq are smooth and connected.
We will suppose below that λk ‰ 0 and the condition of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied. Then
the bijection (3.22) is a map of the varieties
̺
λ,α
k : Nλpαq Ñ Nrkλpskαq. (3.23)
Let us clarify how the functions trαppq change under this map. By a subcycle of a cycle
p “ aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a1 we call any cycle of the form ajm ¨ ¨ ¨ aj2aj1 , where 1 ď j1 ă j2 ă . . . ă jm ď ℓ
and 0 ď m ď ℓ (subcycle of the length m “ 0 is a trivial cycle 1i where i P I is such that
aj : iÑ i
1 for some j “ 1, . . . , ℓ and i1 P I).
Lemma 3.4. Let p “ aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a1 be a cycle in Q, namely aj : ij´1 Ñ ij, where j “ 1, . . . , ℓ
and iℓ “ i0. Denote aℓ`1 “ a1.
(a) The function trskαppqrkλ˝̺
λ,α
k is a linear combination of trαpp
1qλ, where p
1 are subcycles
of p. In particular, trskαppqrkλ ˝ ̺
λ,α
k P CrNλpαqs.
(b) Suppose that aj ‰ a
˚
j`1 whenever ij “ k. In this case we have trskαppqrkλ ˝ ̺
λ,α
k “
trαppqλ. In particular, it is so, if aj P Q for all j or if a
˚
j P Q for all j.
Proof. Consider modules V “ pVi, Vaq P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
and V 1 “ pV 1i , V
1
aq “ F
λ
k pV q. The
value of the function trskαppqrkλ ˝ ̺
λ,α
k at the point V is trskαppqrkλpV
1q “ trpV 1aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨V
1
a2
V 1a1q.
If ij´1 ‰ k and ij ‰ k, then V
1
aj
“ Vaj . If ij “ k then due to formula (3.11) we derive
V 1aj`1V
1
aj
“ Vaj`1Vaj ´ λkp´1q
ajδaj ,a˚j`1 . (3.24)
Moreover, for such j we have ij´1 ‰ k and ij`1 ‰ k (where iℓ`1 “ i1). Hence, by sub-
stituting (3.24) for such j to trpV 1aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨V
1
a2
V 1a1q we obtain a linear combination of functions
trpVajm ¨ ¨ ¨Vaj2Vaj1 q with coefficients independent of V . If the condition of the item (b) is
satisfied, then the second term in the right hand side of (3.24) vanishes and we obtain
trpVaℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Va2Va1q.
Let us recall that the affine variety Nλpαq is equipped by the symplectic structure (2.17).
Theorem 3.5. The map ̺λ,αk : Nλpαq Ñ Nrkλpskαq is an isomorphism of symplectic varieties.
Proof. Since the map ̺λ,αk is bijective we have only to prove that it is regular and preserves
the symplectic structure. The regularity of the map ̺λ,αk is equivalent to f ˝ ̺
λ,α
k P C
“
Nλpαq
‰
for all f P C
“
Nrkλpskαq
‰
. But this follows from the item (a) of Lemma 3.4, since the algebra
C
“
Nrkλpskαq
‰
is generated by the functions trskαppqrkλ due to Proposition 2.7 (in Appendix B
we give a direct proof of the regularity of ̺λ,αk ).
Now we need to establish the equality p̺λ,αk q
˚ωrkλ,skα “ ωλ,α. Let us write its right hand
side as
ωλ,α “
ÿ
aPQ
a,a˚RH
trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq `
ÿ
aPQ
aPH
trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq `
ÿ
a˚PQ
aPH
trpdVa ^ dVa˚q “
“
ÿ
aPQ
a,a˚RH
trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq `
ÿ
aPH
p´1qa trpdVa˚ ^ dVaq.
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In the same way, by denoting V 1 “ F λk pV q, we obtain
p̺λ,αk q
˚ωrkλ,skα “
ÿ
aPQ
a,a˚RH
trpdV 1a˚ ^ dV
1
aq `
ÿ
aPH
p´1qa trpdV 1a˚ ^ dV
1
aq.
Since the first terms in the right hand sides coincide, it is enough to check the equality of
the second terms of the right hand sides:ÿ
aPH
p´1qa trpdV 1a˚ ^ dV
1
aq “ ´λk
ÿ
aPH
tr
`
πadµ
1 ^ dpπ1qµa
˘
“
“ ´λk tr
`
dµ1 ^ dpπ1q
ÿ
aPH
µaπa
˘
“ ´λk tr
`
dµ1 ^ dπ1
˘
.
By substituting (3.9) we obtain
tr
`
dµ1 ^ dπ1
˘
“ tr
`
pµπ ` µ1π1qdµ1 ^ dπ1
˘
“ tr
`
πdµ1 ^ dpπ1qµ
˘
` tr
`
π1dµ1 ^ dpπ1qµ1
˘
.
By differentiating (3.7) and (3.8), we derive
dpπqµ “ ´πdµ, dpπqµ1 “ ´πdµ1,
dpπ1qµ1 “ ´π1dµ1, dpπ1qµ “ ´π1dµ.
(3.25)
By using (3.25), (3.9) and the general formulae
tr
`
xdy ^ xdy
˘
“ 0, tr
`
dpyqx^ dpyqx
˘
“ 0
(where x, y are matrix-valued functions), one yields
tr
`
dµ1 ^ dπ1
˘
“ tr
`
dpπqµ1π1 ^ dµ
˘
´ tr
`
dpπ1qµ1 ^ dpπ1qµ1
˘
“
“ tr
`
dpπqp1´ µπq ^ dµ
˘
“ tr
`
dπ ^ dµ
˘
` tr
`
πdµ^ πdµ
˘
“ tr
`
dπ ^ dµ
˘
.
Thus, by substituting (3.4) we obtainÿ
aPH
p´1qa trpdV 1a˚ ^ dV
1
aq “ ´λk tr
`
dµ1 ^ dπ1
˘
“ ´λk tr
`
dπ ^ dµ
˘
“
“ ´
ÿ
a,bPH
p´1qa tr
`
dpVaqπa^µbdVb˚
˘
“ ´
ÿ
aPH
p´1qa tr
`
dVa^dVa˚
˘
“
ÿ
aPH
p´1qa tr
`
dVa˚^dVa
˘
,
where we used πaµb “ δab.
Remark 3.1. In the case of quiver varieties (see Section 4.1) the statement of the theorem 3.5
was proved by Nakajima [N03].
Remark 3.2. The results obtained in this section can be generalised to the case Nλpαq “
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{{Gpαq described in Remark 2.3. Theorem 3.2 implies that the functor F λk
maps semi-simple modules and only them to semi-simple ones. Hence, even if the condition
of Theorem 2.4 is not satisfied then F λk induces the bijection ̺
λ,α
k : Nλpαq Ñ Nrkλpskαq. The
fact that this bijection is an isomorphism of affine varieties is proven in the same way (see
also Proposition B.1). In this case the variety Nλpαq is smooth if and only if Nrkλpskαq is
smooth (if λk ‰ 0), and the isomorphism ̺
λ,α
k preserves the symplectic structure.
Remark 3.3. The proof of the regularity of ̺λ,αk , given above, uses non-trivial facts: Theo-
rem 2.1 and Proposition 2.7, based on this theorem. In Appendix B an elementary proof of
the regularity of ̺λ,αk is given (it is given in more general case described in Remark 3.2).
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4 Hamiltonian systems on quiver varieties
Quiver varieties are particular case of the moduli spaces of representations of the preprojec-
tive algebras. By using their special form we can define Hamiltonian systems on them. The
reflection functor is applied to the quiver varieties as to the moduli spaces and transforms
the Hamiltonian systems to each other.
4.1 Quiver varieties
We define quiver varieties by following [CB01].
Consider first the framing construction: for a given quiver Q “ pI, Eq and a vector
ζ “ pζiq P Z
I
ě0 we define the framed quiver Qζ as follows. Add a new vertex, which we
denote by 8. For each vertex i P I we also add ζi new edges from 8 to i. In this way we
obtain a new quiver Qζ “ pI8, Eζq, where
I8 “ t8u \ I, Eζ “ E \ tbir : 8Ñ i | i P I, r “ 1, . . . , ζiu. (4.1)
Given vectors α P ZIě0 and λ P C
I can be uniquely extended to the vectors α P ZI8ě0 and
λ P CI8 such that α8 “ 1 and λ ¨α “ 0 as follows:
α “ p1, αq, λ “ p´λ ¨ α, λq. (4.2)
Since α8 “ 1, one has GLpαq » GLpαq ˆ C
ˆ. This isomorphism implies Gpαq » GLpαq.
The quiver variety Mλpα, ζq is defined as the moduli space Nλpαq for the quiver Qζ :
Mλpα, ζq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
{Gpαq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
{GLpαq. (4.3)
A module V P ReppQζ ,αq belongs to Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
if and only if
ÿ
aPQζ,jPI
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ ”
ÿ
aPQ,jPI
a : jÑi
p´1qaVaVa˚ `
ζiÿ
r“1
Vbi,rVb˚i,r “ λi idVi , i P I. (4.4)
For i “ 8 the corresponding condition
ÿ
aPQζ,jPI
a : jÑ8
p´1qaVaVa˚ ” ´
ÿ
jPI
ζjÿ
r“1
Vb˚j,rVbj,r “ λ8 ” ´λ ¨ α (4.5)
follows from (4.4): one needs to take trace of (4.4) and to sum over i P I.
We call a vector λ P CI to be regular, if λ ¨ α ‰ 0 for any α P ∆pQq (see [BCE]).
Lemma 4.1. If the vector λ P CI is regular, then every module V P Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
is
simple.
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Proof. Since dimC V “ |α| ě 1, the module V is not zero. If V is not simple, then there
exists a non-trivial ΠλpQζq-submodule V
p1q Ă V . Let V p2q “ V {V p1q is the quotient module,
α
p1q “ dimCI8 V
p1q, αp2q “ dimCI8 V
p2q. Then αplq “ p0, αplqq for some l P t1, 2u and V plq is
a ΠλpQq-module. Since αplq ‰ 0 there exists an indecomposable CQ-module summand V 1
of V plq. Theorem 2.2 implies α1 :“ dimCI V
1 P ∆pQq and by virtue of Theorem 2.3 one has
λ ¨ α1 “ 0, but this contradicts to the regularity of λ.
Now let us apply Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 4.2. If the vector λ P CI is regular and Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
‰ H, then the quiver
variety Mλpα, ζq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
{GLpαq is a smooth connected affine variety of the di-
mension
2ppαq “ 2ζ ¨ α ´ 2qpαq “ 2
ÿ
iPI
ζiαi ` 2
ÿ
a : iÑj
αiαj ´ 2
ÿ
iPI
α2i . (4.6)
Note that the condition of this theorem implies α P ∆`pQq. Below we suppose that
λ is regular and α “ p1, αq is a positive root unless otherwise indicated. In accordance
to Corollary 2.3.1 this implies non-emptiness of Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
and, hence validity of the
condition of Theorem 4.2. Note also that dimMλpα, ζq ě 1 if and only if α P ∆
`
impQζq.
4.2 Hamiltonians and integrals of motion
Now we define Hamiltonian systems on the quiver varieties by generalising ideas proposed
in [CS]. These systems are given by Poisson commuting Hamiltonians. We also consider
more general integrals of motions.
Let p “ aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a11i0 P CQ, where ak : ik´1 Ñ ik. We say that p is a path in Q
˚ if a˚k P Q
@ k “ 1, . . . , ℓ and that p is a cycle in Q˚ if, moreover, iℓ “ i0. Denote by Pi0,iℓ the set of all
paths in Q˚ from a fixed vertex i0 to a fixed vertex iℓ. Then the set of all cycles Q
˚ from
i0 “ iℓ is Pi0 :“ Pi0,i0 and the set of all paths in Q
˚ is P :“
Ů
i,jPI
Pij .
Consider a module V P ReppΠλpQζq,αq; for p “ aℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a11i P Pij we use the no-
tation Vp :“ Vaℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Va2Va1 idCαi P HompC
αi,Cαj q. For cycles p in Q˚ define functions
Hp P C
“
Mλpα, ζq
‰
“ C
“
ReppΠλpQζq,αq
‰GLpαq
by the formula
HppV q “ trpVpq, p P
ğ
iPI
Pi. (4.7)
If p and p1 are two cycles in Q˚ that differ by a cyclic permutation of edges, then Hp “ Hp1.
Due to Proposition 2.6 the Poisson brackets of functions on Mλpα, ζq coincides with the
Poisson brackets of the corresponding (invariant) functions on ReppΠλpQζq,αq. Since the
entries of the matrix Va˚ Poisson commute with entries of Vb˚ for any a, b P Q, we obtain
tHp, Hp1u “ 0 for any cycles p and p
1 in Q˚. In this way one yields a Poisson commuting
family of the Hamiltonians on Mλpα, ζq, but sometimes it is not enough for integrability.
On the space Lζ :“ ‘ i,jPI
pPPij
HompCζj ,Cζiq we define a structure of Lie algebra:
rA,Bsp “
ÿ
p1,p2PP
p2p1“p
`
Ap2Bp1 ´Bp2Ap1
˘
, p P P, (4.8)
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where Ap means the corresponding component of an element A P Lζ. Further, for a given
module V P ReppΠλpQζq,αq introduce the matrices vi P HompC
ζi ,Cαiq, wi P HompC
αi ,Cζiq,
i P I, with entries pviql,r “ pVbirql and pwiqr,l “ pVb˚irql. We write in this case V “ pVa, vi, wiq,
where a P Q and i P I. In these terms we define functions IA P C
“
Mλpα, ζq
‰
as
IApV q “ ´
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
pPPij
trpApwjVpviq, A P Lζ . (4.9)
Their Poisson brackets are calculated in Appendix A:
tIA, IBu “ IrA,Bs, A, B P Lζ. (4.10)
Thus, we obtain a Lie algebra of integrals of motion for the Hamiltonians (4.7):
tHp, IAu “ 0 (4.11)
(this formula is proven in the same way as the Poisson commutativity of Hp). Below we will
be interested in commuting subalgebras in the Lie algebra spanned by (4.7), (4.9).
Let Er P HompC
n,Cmq be a rectangular matrix with the entries pErqst “ δrsδrt (we
assume that Er “ 0 whenever r ą minpn,mq). Define the elements E
pℓq
r P Lζ, ℓ P Zě0,
r P Zě1, by setting pE
pℓq
r qp “ δℓ,|p|Er, where |p| is the length of the path p. These elements
pairwise commute in Lζ:
rEpkqr , E
pℓq
s sp “
ÿ
p1,p2PP
p2p1“p
`
pEpkqr qp2pE
pℓq
s qp1 ´ pE
pℓq
s qp2pE
pkq
r qp1
˘
“
“ δrs
ÿ
p1,p2PP
p2p1“p
pδk,|p2|δℓ,|p1| ´ δℓ,|p2|δk,|p1|qEr “ δrspδk`ℓ,|p| ´ δk`ℓ,|p|qEr “ 0
(here we used the fact that a path of the length k` ℓ can be uniquely divided into a product
of two paths of the lengths k and ℓ respectively). Thus we derive the following statement.
Theorem 4.3. The functions (4.7) and
Hℓ,rpV q “ IEpℓqr pV q “ ´
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
pPPij
|p|“ℓ
trpErwjVpviq,
ℓ, r P Z, ℓ ě 0, 1 ď r ď max
iPI
ζi, (4.12)
form a family of Poisson commuting Hamiltonians on the quiver variety Mλpα, ζq:
tHp, Hp1u “ 0, tHp, Hk,ru “ 0, tHk,r, Hℓ,su “ 0. (4.13)
Remark 4.1. For ℓ “ 0 the Hamiltonians (4.12) are H0,r “ ´
ř
iPI
trpErwiviq. Due to the
equation (4.5) they are related as
ř
rH0,r “ ´λ ¨ α.
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Remark 4.2. The choice of the Hamiltonians (4.12) is not unique. We define them in this
way to obtain integrable systems in the case of cyclic quiver, but sometimes it does not
give integrability, for example, for the trees (when Q does not have cycles). In the case
of trees there is another commuting subalgebra in Lζ , which gives an integrable family of
Hamiltonians of the form (4.9).
For general λ P CI8 and α P ZI8ě0 such that λ ¨α “ 0 we obtain the moduli space Nλpαq
for the quiver Qζ . One can define Hp and IA on Nλpαq by the formulae (4.7) and (4.9), but in
the latter one, one should consider vi P HompC
α8 bCζi,Cαiq and wi P HompC
αi,Cα8 bCζiq
as matrices with entries pviql,kr “ pVbirqlk and pwiqkr,l “ pVb˚irqkl, where i P I, l “ 1, . . . , αi,
k “ 1, . . . ,α8, r “ 1, . . . , ζi. In this case the formula (4.10) is also valid (see Appendix A).
Let M be a Poisson complex manifold and zi be local complex coordinates. Each holo-
morphic function H : M Ñ C defines local flows zi “ ziptq by the system of equations
dzi
dt
“ tH, ziu. These flows differ by the initial values zip0q. Remind that a function H
defines complete flows if each local flow for this function can be extended to a global flow.
The latter is a holomorphic map ϕ : CÑM such that for any chart U ĂM with coordinates
zi : U Ñ C the functions ziptq “ zi
`
ϕptq
˘
satisfy the equations above (we denote by zippq the
value of the coordinate zi at the point p P M).
Theorem 4.4. The functions (4.7), (4.9) define complete flows on Mλpα, ζq (and on a
general Nλpαq for Qζ).
Proof. The functions Hp and IA are defined on Nλpαq as restrictions of corresponding func-
tions on ReppQζ,αq to the subvariety Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
“ P´1
α
pλq. Due to Gpαq-invariance
of Hp and IA they Poisson commute with the moment map Pα. Hence the flows they define
preserve this subvariety and induce the corresponding flows on Nλpαq. This means that it is
enough to prove that the Hamiltonians (4.7), (4.9) define complete flows on the affine space
ReppQζ,αq. Consider first the case of the function Hp. Since tHp, wiu, tHp, viu and tHp, Va˚u
vanish for any i P I and a P Q, the coordinates wi “ wiptq, vi “ viptq, Va˚ “ Va˚ptq are con-
stant. This implies that tHp, Vau is constant for any a P Q, hence Vaptq “ Vap0q ` ttHp, Vau.
Now consider the function IA. The coordinates Va˚ are constant in this case as well. Let
W P Cα8pα¨ξq be a vector with components Wikrl “ pwiqkr,l. The system of equations for
wi “ wiptq has the form
dwi
dt
“ tIA, wiu “ ´
ÿ
jPI
ÿ
pPPij
ApwjVp (4.14)
(see the end of Appendix A). The system (4.14) can written as dW
dt
“ ΩW for some constant
matrix Ω P Matα8pα¨ξqpCq. Its solution is W ptq “ expptΩqW p0q, so we obtain an entire
solution wi “ wiptq of the system (4.14) for any initial values. In the same way we obtain
an entire solution vi “ viptq. Then we have the equations
dpVaqll1
dt
“ tIA, pVaqll1u “ ´
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
pPPij
tr
`
ApwjptqtVp, pVaqll1uviptq
˘
, a P Q, (4.15)
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where tVp, pVaqll1u “ const. The right hand side of (4.15) is an entire function fa,l,l1ptq, so we
can write the solution as pVaqll1ptq “ pVaqll1p0q `
tş
0
fa,l,l1ptqdt. The integral does not depend
on the path from 0 to t in the complex plane and it depends on t as an entire function.
4.3 Isomorphisms of quiver varieties by the reflection functor
Here we investigate how the reflection functor transforms the Hamiltonians Hp and inte-
grals IA, which are given on the quiver varieties as well as on more general moduli spaces
associated with the framed quiver Qζ .
Note first that pI8qlf “ t8u \ Ilf . Since εi P ∆pQq, the regularity of λ implies that
λi “ λ ¨ εi ‰ 0 for any i P Ilf . Hence the reflection is admissible at any vertex i P Ilf for
the parameter λ “ p´λ ¨ α, λq. However, after the reflection at a vertex i P Ilf we obtain
siα “ p1, α
1q and riλ “ p´λ
1 ¨ α1, λ1q, where the new vector λ1 P CI can be irregular (if
ζi ‰ 0). Moreover, there is no guarantee that the reflection at the vertex 8 is admissible.
Let λ1,λ2 P CI8 and α1,α2 P ZI8ě0. We will say that the pair pλ
2,α2q is obtained from
pλ1,α1q by a chain of admissible reflections, if pλ2,α2q can be obtained from pλ1,α1q by a
finite number of transformations of the form
pλ,αq ÞÑ prkλ, skαq, k P pI8qlf , λk ‰ 0. (4.16)
We will be interested in the case of quiver varieties, i.e. the case when the initial and final
pairs have the form (4.2) for regular vectors λ (it is enough to require the regularity of this
vector for the initial (or final) pair), but for the intermediate pairs the component α8 may
differ from 1. Due to Proposition 3.3 all the modules V P Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
are simple for
any intermediate pair pλ,αq and, hence, Nλpαq is smooth and connected.
For every transformation (4.16) we have a symplectic isomorphism Nλpαq » Nrkλpskαq
given by Theorem 3.5. Let us find out how the functions Hp and IA are transformed under
this isomorphism. To do it we represent them as linear combinations of the functions trαppqλ
(see the end of Section 2.4):
Hp “ trαppqλ, p P
ğ
iPI
Pi; (4.17)
IA “ ´
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
pPPij
ζiÿ
r“1
ζjÿ
s“1
pApqrs trαpb
˚
jspbirqλ, A P Lζ . (4.18)
The function f P C
“
Nλpαq
‰
is mapped to f ˝ p̺λ,αk q
´1 P C
“
Nrkλpskαq
‰
. The item (b) of
Lemma 3.4 implies that the functions Hp “ trαppqλ are always mapped to Hp “ trskαppqrkλ.
Further, we need to obtain the image of the terms in the formula (4.18). First consider
the case k ‰ 8. For the paths p P Pij such that |p| ě 1 the functions trαpb
˚
jspbirqλ are
mapped to trskαpb
˚
jspbirqrkλ. If |p| “ 0 then p “ 1i for some i P I. In the case when i ‰ k or
r ‰ s the functions trαpb
˚
is1ibirqλ “ trαpb
˚
isbirqλ are mapped to trskαpb
˚
isbirqrkλ. If i “ k and
r “ s one has
trαpb
˚
krbkrqλ ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1pV 1q “ trαpb
˚
krbkrqλpV q “ trpVb˚krVbkrq, (4.19)
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where V 1 » Fλk pV q. By the formula (3.24) we derive
trpVb˚
kr
Vbkrq “ trpV
1
b˚
kr
V 1bkr ` λkq “ trskαpb
˚
krbkrqrkλpV
1q ` λkα8. (4.20)
Thus, trαpb
˚
irbisqλ ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ trskαpb
˚
irbisqrkλ ` δikδrsλkα8 for any i P I, r, s “ 1, . . . , ζi.
Analogously, for k “ 8 and p P Pi we obtain
trαpb
˚
irpbirqλ ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1pV 1q “ trpVpVbirVb˚irq “ trpV
1
pV
1
bir
V 1b˚ir
´ λ8V
1
pq.
Hence
trαpb
˚
jspbirqλ ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1 “ trs8αpb
˚
jspbirqr8λ ´ δijδrsλ8 trs8αppqr8λ
for any p P Pij . In particular, for p “ 1i one yields
trαpb
˚
isbirqλ ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1 “ trs8αpb
˚
isbirqr8λ ´ δrsλ8αi. (4.21)
By taking into account these formulae we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Under the map f ÞÑ f ˝ p̺λ,αk q
´1 the image of the algebra CrHp, IAs
generated by (4.7), (4.9) and the image of its subalgebra CrHp, Hℓ,rs coincide with the algebras
CrHp, IAs and CrHp, Hℓ,rs respectively. More precisely,
Hp ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ Hp, p P
ğ
iPI
Pi, k P pI8qlf ; (4.22)
IA ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ IA ´ λkα8 trpA1kq, A P Lζ, k P Ilf ; (4.23)
IA ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1 “ IA ` λ8
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
pPPi
trpApqHp, A P Lζ, pk “ 8q; (4.24)
H0,r ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ H0,r ´ λkα8, r ď ζk k P Ilf ; (4.25)
H0,r ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ H0,r, r ą ζk k P Ilf ; (4.26)
H0,r ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1 “ H0,r ` λ8
ÿ
iPI
rďζi
αi, @ r pk “ 8q; (4.27)
Hℓ,r ˝ p̺
λ,α
k q
´1 “ Hℓ,r, ℓ ě 1, k P Ilf ; (4.28)
Hℓ,r ˝ p̺
λ,α
8 q
´1 “ Hℓ,r ` λ8
ÿ
iPI
rďζi
ÿ
pPPi
|p|“ℓ
Hp, ℓ ě 1, pk “ 8q. (4.29)
Application of this proposition to the case we interested in leads us to the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let λ1, λ2 P CI be regular vectors (it is enough to suppose either λ1 or λ2 to be
regular). Let ζ, α1, α2 P ZIě0, λ
1 “ p´λ1 ¨α1, λ1q, λ2 “ p´λ2 ¨α2, λ2q, α1 “ p1, α1q, α2 “ p1, α2q.
Suppose that the pair pλ2,α2q is obtained from pλ1,α1q by a chain of admissible reflections.
The corresponding isomorphism of quiver varieties ̺ : Mλ1pα
1, ζq » Mλ2pα
2, ζq induces an
isomorphism of Poisson algebras of regular functions: f ÞÑ f ˝ ̺´1, f P C
“
Mλ1pα
1, ζq
‰
.
Subalgebras CrHp, Hℓ,rs Ă CrHp, IAs Ă C
“
Mλ1pα
1, ζq
‰
are mapped under this isomorphism to
CrHp, Hℓ,rs Ă CrHp, IAs Ă C
“
Mλ2pα
2, ζq
‰
respectively. More precisely, this map on these
subalgebras is given by the formulae (4.22)–(4.29) for each reflection (4.16). In particular,
the Hamiltonians Hp are always mapped to Hp.
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5 Cyclic quiver
In this section we consider the case of cyclic quiver, described in [CS]. First we briefly
consider the general framing. Then we describe cases of some particular framings in details.
5.1 The quiver varieties and Hamiltonian systems for the cyclic
quiver
The cyclic quiver with m ě 1 vertices is Q “ pI, Eq where I “ Z{mZ “ t0, 1, . . . , m ´ 1u
and E “ tai : iÑ i` 1 | i P Iu:
1
a1
** 2
a2

0
a0
66
3
vv
m´1
am´1
YY
. . .ll
We use notations δ :“
ř
iPI
εi and |λ| :“
ř
iPI
λi where λ “ pλ0, . . . , λm´1q P Z
I
ě0. Since
δ P ∆impQq, the regularity of λ implies |λ| ‰ 0.
The framing is defined by a vector ζ “ pζ0, . . . , ζm´1q P Z
m
ě0 and the framed quiver Qζ
has the form
1
a1
++ 2
a2

0
a0
66
8
b0,1
ii ...oo
b0,ζ0uu
b1,1
PP
...✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷
YY✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷ b1,ζ1
ee
b2,1
::
...✌✌✌✌✌✌✌✌
FF✌✌✌✌✌✌✌
b2,ζ2
NN
b3,1
))... //
b3,ζ3
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
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✷✷
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✷
✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷
%%zz
...☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛

3
vv
m´1
am´1
VV
. . .ll
For a representation V P Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
we denote
Xi “ Vai : Vi Ñ Vi`1, Yi “ Va˚i : Vi`1 Ñ Vi, (5.1)
where Vi “ C
αi , i P I. Then the equations (2.11) take the form
Xi´1Yi´1 ´ YiXi ` viwi “ λi idVi, i “ 0, 1, . . . , m´ 1, (5.2)
m´1ÿ
i“0
trpwiviq “ λ ¨ α, (5.3)
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where (5.3) follows from (5.2). The integrals introduced in Section 4.2 are expressed through
the following operators:
V1
Y0

w1,r

V2
Y1
rr
w2,r

V0
Ym´1
''
w0,r
,,
C1
v0,r
ll
v1,r
UU
v2,r
AA
v3,r
,,

vm´1,r
  
V3
Y2
gg
w3,r
ll
Vm´1 22
wm´1,r
??
. . .
HHTT
where vi,r “ Vbi,r , wi,r “ Vb˚i,r , r “ 1, . . . , ζi.
Let us note that in the case of cyclic quiver there exists a unique cycle p P Pi of the
length m, denote it by pi. The possible lengths of cycles is divided by m and the cycle
p P Pi of the length mk is unique for each k, so that Pi “ tp
k
i | k P Zě0u (where p
0
i “ 1i).
The cycles pki P Pi and p
k
j P Pj differ by a cyclic permutation. This means that the set of
Hamiltonians (4.7) is reduced to the family
HmkpV q :“ trpVpk
0
q “ trpV kp0q “ trpY0Y1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ymk´1q, k P Zě1. (5.4)
Analogously, we obtain Pij “ tpijp
k
i “ p
k
jpij | k P Zě0u where pij is the shortest path
belonging to Pij . Thus,
Hℓ,rpV q “ ´
ÿ
iPI
trpErwi´ℓVpi,i´ℓV
k
pi
viq “ ´
ÿ
iPI
wi´ℓ,rYi´ℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Yi´2Yi´1vi,r,
ℓ P Zě0, r ď minpζi, ζi´ℓq, (5.5)
where k “ pℓ´|pi,i´ℓ|q{m is the integer part of the ratio ℓ{m. By summing the Hamiltonians
Hmk,r over r “ 1, . . . ,max
iPI
tζiu and using (5.2) we derive
ÿ
rě1
Hmk,rpV q “ ´
ÿ
iPI
trpwiV
k
pi
viq “ ´
ÿ
iPI
trpV kpiviwiq “
ÿ
iPI
trpV kpiXi´1Yi´1´V
k
pi
YiXi´λiV
k
pi
q “
“
ÿ
iPI
trpVa˚i V
k
pi`1
Xiq ´
ÿ
iPI
trpV kpiVa˚i Xiq ´
ÿ
iPI
λi trpV
k
pi
q “ ´|λ|HmkpV q,
where we used a˚i p
k
i`1 “ pi`1,ip
k
i`1 “ p
k
i pi`1,i “ p
k
i a
˚
i . Since |λ| ‰ 0, the Hamiltonians (5.4)
are expressed through the Hamiltonians (5.5) as
Hmk “ ´
1
|λ|
ÿ
rě1
Hmk,r. (5.6)
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The elements A P Lζ have the components Api,ℓq :“ Ap, where i P I, ℓ P Zě0 and p P Pi,i´ℓ
is the path of the length |p| “ ℓ. In this terms the commutator in Lζ has the form
rA,Bspi,ℓq “
ℓÿ
ℓ1“0
pApi´ℓ1,ℓ´ℓ1qBpi,ℓ1q ´Bpi´ℓ1,ℓ´ℓ1qApi,ℓ1qq. (5.7)
The integrals (4.9) take the form
IApV q “ ´
m´1ÿ
i“0
8ÿ
ℓ“0
trpApi,ℓqwi´ℓYi´ℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Yi´1viq. (5.8)
The following notations will be used in Section 6. Let V :“
m´1À
i“0
Vi be the direct sum
with the canonical embeddings µi : Vi ãÑ V and projections πi : V։ Vi. Denote
X “
m´1ÿ
i“0
µi`1 ˝Xi ˝ πi, Y “
m´1ÿ
i“0
µi ˝ Yi ˝ πi`1, (5.9)
vi “ µivi, wi “ wiπi, (5.10)
where i P I. The matrices
X,Y P EndpVq, vi P HompC
ζi,Vq, wi P HompV,C
ζiq (5.11)
have the form (5.9), (5.10) for some Xi, Yi, vi, wi if and only if
πjXµi “ 0, πiYµj “ 0, for j ‰ i` 1; (5.12)
πjvi “ 0, wiµj “ 0, for j ‰ i. (5.13)
The relation (5.2) is equivalent to
rX,Ys `
ÿ
iPI
viwi “
ÿ
iPI
λiµiπi. (5.14)
Thus, the point ofMλpα, ζq is given by 2m`2 matrices (5.11) satisfying (5.12), (5.13), (5.14)
modulo the transformations
X ÞÑ gXg´1, Y ÞÑ gYg´1, v ÞÑ gv, w ÞÑ wg´1 (5.15)
by matrices g “
ř
iPI
µigiπi P GLp|α|,Cq, where gi P GLpαi,Cq. The functions (5.4), (5.5),
(5.8) in these notations have the form
HmkpV q “
1
m
trVpY
mkq, (5.16)
Hℓ,rpV q “ ´
ÿ
iPI
trpErwi´ℓY
ℓviq, (5.17)
IApV q “ ´
ÿ
iPI
8ÿ
ℓ“0
trpApi,ℓqwi´ℓY
ℓviq. (5.18)
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5.2 Calogero–Moser spaces
Let m “ 1. In this case the vectors ζ and α are one-dimensional: we have ζ0 “ d, α0 “ n for
some d, n P Zě1 (we do not consider the trivial cases when n “ 0 or d “ 0). In this section
we start with the case d “ 1. The quivers Q and Qζ in this case have the form
0
a0

8
b0,1 // 0
a0

The matrices X “ X0, Y “ Y0 P EndpC
nq, v “ v0,1 P C
n, w “ w0,1 P pC
nq˚ satisfy the
condition rX, Y s ` vw “ λ idCn . Since λ ‰ 0, one can reach λ “ 1 by rescaling Y and w.
The 4-tuple pX, Y, v, wq satisfying the condition
rX, Y s ` vw “ idCn , (5.19)
gives a point of the variety Rep
`
ΠλpQζ ,αq
˘
where λ “ p´n, 1q, ζ “ 1, α “ p1, nq. The
group GLpαq “ GLpn,Cq acts on this variety as
g : pX, Y, v, wq ÞÑ pgXg´1, gY g´1, gv, wg´1q, g P GLpn,Cq. (5.20)
The quotient of the variety of 4-tuples pX, Y, v, wq P
`
EndpCnq
˘2
ˆ pCnq ˆ pCnq˚ satisfy-
ing (5.19) over the action (5.20) is called the Calogero–Moser space [W98] and is denoted
by Cn. In this way, the quiver variety in the considered case is Mλpα, ζq “ Mλpn, 1q »
M1pn, 1q “ Cn. Due to the formula (5.6) the Hamiltonian system on Cn is given by the
functions HkpV q “ trpY
kq. Each Hamiltonian Hk defines the flows
Xptkq “ X ´ ktkY
k´1, Y ptkq “ Y, vptkq “ v, wptkq “ w, (5.21)
where pX, Y, v, wq is a 4-tuple corresponding to the initial point. Since the Hamiltonians Hk
Poisson commute with each other, the equations they give are compatible. The solution of
the obtained system has the form
Xptq “ X ´
ÿ
kě1
ktkY
k´1, Y “ const, v “ const, w “ const, (5.22)
where t “ pt1, t2, . . .q P
À
kě1
C.
Let C1n Ă Cn be the subset of points for which the matrix X is diagonalisable. After a
transformation (5.20) of a 4-tuple pX, Y, v, wq corresponding to a point of C1n one obtains
X “
¨
˚˝x1 0. . .
0 xn
˛
‹‚, (5.23)
where x1, . . . , xn P C. Then, the condition (5.19) takes the form
pxa ´ xbqYab ` vawb “ δab, a, b “ 1, . . . , n. (5.24)
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For a “ b this gives va ‰ 0 and wa “ 1{va. By applying the transformation (5.20) with the
matrix g “ diagpv´11 , . . . , v
´1
n q we obtain pX, Y, v, wq with the same X and
v “
¨
˚˝1...
1
˛
‹‚, w “ p1, . . . , 1q. (5.25)
Now the equation (5.24) for a ‰ b implies that the eigenvalues x1, . . . , xn are pairwise different
and Yab “ ´
1
xa´xb
, hence
Y “
¨
˚˝ p1 ´pxa ´ xbq´1. . .
´pxb ´ xaq
´1 pn
˛
‹‚, (5.26)
where p1, . . . , pn P C are arbitrary. From (4.6) we derive dim Cn “ dimMλpn, 1q “ 2n. In
particular, this implies that tx1, . . . , xn; p1, . . . , pnu are local coordinates on Cn. By substi-
tuting the formulae (5.23), (5.25) and (5.26) to (2.17) one yields
ωλ,α “ trpdY ^ dXq ` dw ^ dv “
nÿ
a“1
dpa ^ dxa. (5.27)
This means that tx1, . . . , xn; p1, . . . , pnu are Darboux coordinates.
The Hamiltonians (or, more precisely, their restrictions to C1n) in these coordinates take
the form
H1 “
nÿ
a“1
pa, H2 “
nÿ
a“1
p2a ´ 2
ÿ
aăb
pxa ´ xbq
´2, Hk “
nÿ
a“1
pka ` . . . (5.28)
where dots mean lower terms with respect to degrees of p1, . . . , pn. Algebraic independence
of the functions
nř
a“1
pka, k “ 1, . . . , n, implies that Hk, k “ 1 . . . , n are also algebraically
independent. Since the Hamiltonians Hk Poisson commute, they define an integrable sys-
tem. It is called Calogero–Moser system (of type An´1). The matrix (5.26), which gives
Hamiltonians as traces of its powers, is called Lax matrix of this system.
The phase space of the Calogero–Moser system is the cotangent bundle T ˚Cnreg to the
affine variety Cnreg “ tpx1, . . . , xnq P C
n | xi ‰ xj @ i ‰ ju. Due to symmetricity of the
Hamiltonians one can consider that the phase space of the system is the quotient T ˚Cnreg{Sn
by the symmetric group Sn.
Since the eigenvalues x1, . . . , xn are pairwise different and defined up to a permutation,
we obtain C1n » T
˚Cnreg{Sn. Thus the Calogero–Moser space Cn is a completion of the phase
space of the Calogero–Moser system, where the Hamiltonians of the Calogero–Moser system
define complete flows.
The elements of CnzC
1
n, by which one completes the phase space, correspond to the cases
of non-diagonalisable X . The matrix X can be always reduced to a Jordan form. Any two
Jordan blocks corresponding to the same eigenvalue must have sizes differing by at least
2 [W98].
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The points of CnzC
1
n are interpreted as collisions of particles in the complex plane. We
will see below that the consideration of these points has application in the theory of KP
equation and its hierarchy (see Section 6.1).
Example 5.1. Consider the case n “ 2. Then all the points of C2zC
1
2
are
X “
ˆ
x1 1
0 x1
˙
, Y “
ˆ
a b
1 a
˙
, v “
ˆ
0
2
˙
, w “ p0, 1q, (5.29)
X “
ˆ
x1 1
0 x1
˙
, Y “
ˆ
a b
´1 a
˙
, v “
ˆ
1
0
˙
, w “ p2, 0q, (5.30)
where the numbers x1, a, b take all the complex values.
5.3 Gibbons–Hermsen systems
Let still m “ 1 and α0 “ n P Zě1, but ζ0 “ d be an arbitrary positive integer. Then the
quiver Qζ has the form
8
b0,1
!!
... //
b0,d
== 0
a0

The matrices X “ X0, Y “ Y0 P EndpC
nq, v0,r P C
n, w0,r P pC
nq˚ satisfy the condition
rX, Y s `
dÿ
r“1
v0,rw0,r “ λ idCn . (5.31)
Since P “ P0 “ tpa
˚
0q
k | k P Zě0u, the elements A P Lζ has the form A “ pApkqqkě0 where
Apkq :“ Ap0,kq P EndpC
dq. The map A ÞÑ
8ř
k“0
Apkqt
k gives an isomorphism of Lie algebras
Lζ » glpd,CqbCrts. If h is a maximal commutative subalgebra of glpd,Cq, then hbCrts is a
maximal commutative subalgebra of glpd,CqbCrts. Up to an automorphism we can choose
the maximal commutative subalgebra h Ă glpd,Cq to be the algebra of the diagonal matrices.
Then h b Crts corresponds to the subalgebra of Lζ, spanned by E
pkq
r , k ě 0, r “ 1, . . . , d.
This explains the choice of the Hamiltonians (4.12) among the integrals IA for this case.
Let ϕa P C
d, ψa P pC
dq˚ be vectors and covectors enumerated by a “ 1, . . . , n with
components
pϕaqr “ pv0,rqa, pψaqr “ pw0,rqa, r “ 1, . . . , d. (5.32)
Then a point of the quiver variety Mλpα, ζq “ Mλpn, dq is given by a family of matrices
pX, Y, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, ψ1, . . . , ψnq satisfying the condition (5.31). Let U ĂMλpn, dq be the subset
of points with diagonalisable X :
X “
¨
˚˝x1 0. . .
0 xn
˛
‹‚. (5.33)
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The condition (5.31) for these points takes the form
pxa ´ xbqYab ` ψbϕa “ λδab. (5.34)
Let U 1 Ă U be subset (also dense) where pϕaq1 ‰ 0 for all a “ 1, . . . , n. By reasoning as
above we can consider for the points of U 1 that pϕaq1 “ 1 for all a “ 1, . . . , n. By letting
a “ b in (5.34) we obtain pψaq1 “ λ ´
dř
r“2
pϕaqrpψaqr. Analogously to the previous case we
have
Yaa “ pa, Yab “ ´
ψbϕa
xa ´ xb
, a ‰ b, (5.35)
for some p1, . . . , pn P C. The formula (4.6) implies dim Cn “ dimMλpn, dq “ 2nd. The local
coordinates  
xa, pϕaq2 . . . , pϕaqd; pa, pψaq2 . . . , pψaqd
(n
a“1
(5.36)
are Darboux coordinates:
ωλ,α “ trpdY ^ dXq `
dÿ
r“1
dw0,r ^ dv0,r “
nÿ
a“1
dpa ^ dxa `
nÿ
a“1
dÿ
r“2
dpψaqr ^ dpϕaqr.
In these coordinates the Hamiltonians (their restrictions to U) have the form
H1 “
nÿ
a“1
pa, H2 “
nÿ
a“1
p2a ´ 2
ÿ
aăb
pψaϕbqpψbϕaq
pxa ´ xbq2
, Hk “
nÿ
a“1
pka ` . . . (5.37)
The expression pψaϕbqpψbϕaq can be interpreted as spin interaction: in terms of ”spin”
operators sa “ ϕaψa it takes the form trpsasbq. Thus, one can call the coordinates pϕaqr
and pψaqr spin variables. The Hamiltonians Hk define the integrable system introduced in
the work [GH]. It is called Gibbons–Hermsen system or spin Calogero–Moser system of type
An´1. The variety Mλpn, dq is the completed phase space of this system.
In the paper [GH] authors also consider more general integrals of motion
JkpT q “ trpTw0Y
kv0q, T P EndpC
dq. (5.38)
They span the Lie algebra of the integrals (4.9) in this case:
IA “ ´
ÿ
kě0
JkpApkqq, A P Lζ. (5.39)
5.4 The framing ζ “ pd, 0, . . . , 0q
Now consider the case of general m ě 1. Suppose first that all the framing edges come to
only one vertex i P I. Without loss of generality we can assume that i “ 0, that is ζ “ dε0
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for some d P Zě1. The framed quiver Qζ “ Qdε0 looks as
1
a1
++ 2
a2

0
a0
66
8
b0,1
xx b0,2rr
...
ll
b0,d
ff 3
vv
m´1
am´1
VV
. . .ll
For an element A P Ldε0 we have Ap ‰ 0 only if p P P0 “ tp
k
0 | k P Zě0u. Hence the
elements of the Lie algebra Ldε0 have the components Apkq :“ Ap0,mkq P EndpC
dq, so that
Ldε0 » glpd,CqbCrts and the previous reasoning gives an explanation of the choice of (4.12)
in this case as well.
Non-zero Hamiltonians are
Hmk,r “ ´w0,rpY0 ¨ ¨ ¨Ym´1q
kv0,r. (5.40)
Consider the case α “ nδ where n P Zě1 and δ “
m´1ř
i“0
εi. We have α “ p1, nδq P ∆
`
impQdε0q
and λ “ p´n|λ|, λq. From (4.6) we obtain dimMλpα, ζq “ dimMλpnδ, dε0q “ 2nd. Local
coordinates are constructed as in Section 5.3. At a generic point the product Xm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨X1X0
is a non-degenerate diagonalisable matrix with eigenvalues xm
1
, . . . , xmn for some x1, . . . , xn P
Czt0u. Let us apply the transformation
g “ pg0, g1, . . . , gm´1q P GLpnδq (5.41)
such that g0 P GLpn,Cq diagonalises this matrix:
Xm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨X1X0 ÞÑ diagpx
m
1 , . . . , x
m
n q. (5.42)
Since the matrices Xm´1, . . . , X1 are non-degenerate, one can make them to be arbitrary
non-degenerate matrices by choosing successively the elements gm´1, . . . , g1 P GLpn,Cq, in
particular, we can make
Xi ÞÑ diagpx1, . . . , xnq, i “ 1, . . . , m´ 1. (5.43)
Then (5.42) and (5.43) imply
X0 ÞÑ diagpx1, . . . , xnq. (5.44)
As above we introduce ϕa P C
d and ψa P pC
dq˚ with components
pϕaqr “ pv0,rqa, pψaqr “ pw0,rqa, r “ 1, . . . , d. (5.45)
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By summing the a-th diagonal elements in (5.2) over i P I (where vi “ 0, wi “ 0 for i ‰ 0),
we obtain ψaϕa “ |λ|. At a generic point we have pϕaq1 ‰ 0 @ a “ 1, . . . , n. The variables
xa can be completed to the set of local coordinates 
xa, pϕaq2 . . . , pϕaqd; pa, pψaq2 . . . , pψaqd
(n
a“1
. (5.46)
In these coordinates we have
pXiqab “ xaδab, (5.47)
pYiqaa “
1
m
pa `
1
xa
´m´1ÿ
l“1
m´ l
m
λl ´
iÿ
l“1
λl
¯
, (5.48)
pYiqab “ ´
xiax
m´i´1
b
xma ´ x
m
b
ψbϕa, a ‰ b, (5.49)
pϕaq1 “ 1, pψaq1 “ |λ| ´
dÿ
r“2
pϕaqrpψaqr, (5.50)
where i “ 0, . . . , m´1, a, b “ 1, . . . , n (the formulae (5.48),(5.49) follows from (5.2), see [CS]).
The coordinates (5.46) are Darboux coordinates as well:
ωλ,α “
ÿ
iPI
trpdYi ^ dXiq `
dÿ
r“1
dw0,r ^ dv0,r “
nÿ
a“1
dpa ^ dxa `
nÿ
a“1
dÿ
r“2
dpψaqr ^ dpϕaqr.
(5.51)
Remark 5.1. The substitutions pa Ñ pa ` cax
´1
a with constant ca do not change the sym-
plectic form (5.51), but they can not make the coefficient at x´1a in the formula (5.48) to be
zero, because it depends on i. This coefficient is chosen in such way that
ř
iPI
pYiqaa “ pa. Un-
der this choice the variables pa can be interpreted as momenta of particles with coordinates
xa (see examples below). In particular, this choice implies that the Hamiltonians Hmk have
the form m´mk
nř
a“1
pmka `Op|p|
mk´2q, i.e. the terms of order mk´1 with respect to momenta
vanish.
By using the coordinates (5.46) one can prove the following theorem [CS].
Theorem 5.1. The Hamiltonians
Hmk,r P C
“
Mλpnδ, dε0q
‰
, k “ 1, . . . , n, r “ 1, . . . , d, (5.52)
are functionally independent. Hence, they form an integrable system on the quiver variety
Mλpnδ, dε0q.
Example 5.2. For m “ 1 we obtain the Gibbons–Hermsen systems described in Section 5.3
in details.
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Example 5.3. For m “ 2 we obtain a Bn analogue of the Gibbons–Hermsen system with
quadratic Hamiltonian
´
1
|λ|
dÿ
r“1
H2,r “ H2 “ trpY0Y1q “
“
1
4
nÿ
a“1
´
p2a ´
λ2
1
x2a
¯
´
1
2
ÿ
aăb
´ 1
pxa ´ xbq2
`
1
pxa ` xbq2
¯
pψaϕbqpψbϕaq. (5.53)
Example 5.4. For general m and d “ 1 we do not have (independent) spin variables. We
obtain the Calogero–Moser systems for the generalised symmetric group Sn ˙ pZ{mZq
n. In
particular, if m “ 2 then we obtain the Calogero–Moser system of type Bn with the Hamil-
tonian (5.53) where pψaϕbqpψbϕaq “ |λ|
2, i.e. without spin interaction. The Calogero–Moser
systems for Sn ˙ pZ{mZq
n are completed to the corresponding Calogero–Moser spaces [EG]
isomorphic to Mλpnδ, ε0q. The flows defined by the Hamiltonians Hmk,1 are compete. They
can be written explicitly:
Xipt
1q “ Xi ´ |λ|
ÿ
kě1
ktmkYi`1Yi`2 ¨ ¨ ¨Yi`mk´1, (5.54)
Yipt
1q “ Yi, v0pt
1q “ v0, w0pt
1q “ w0, (5.55)
where t1 “ ptm, t2m, t3m, . . .q P
À
kě1
C. In the notations (5.9), (5.10) the formulae (5.54), (5.55)
have the form
Xpt1q “ X´ |λ|
ÿ
kě1
ktmkY
mk´1, (5.56)
Ypt1q “ Y, v0pt
1q “ v0, w0pt
1q “ w0. (5.57)
By means of Theorem 4.6 one can generalise Theorem 5.1 for more general α.
Corollary 5.1.1. Let α1 “ p1, nδq and λ1 “ p´n|λ1|, λ1q for a regular λ1 P Cm. If α “ p1, αq
and λ “ p´λ ¨ α, λq for some α P ZIě0, λ P C
m, and the pair pλ,αq is obtained from pλ1,α1q
by a chain of admissible reflections, then the Hamiltonians Hmk,r P C
“
Mλpα, dε0q
‰
form an
integrable system on the variety Mλpα, dε0q.
The condition of Corollary 5.1.1 implies that α P ∆`impQdε0q. The question arise: which
imaginary roots α “ p1, αq this corollary can be applied for? Let α “ p1, αq “ si1si2 ¨ ¨ ¨ siℓα
1
for some i1, i2, . . . , iℓ P pI8qlf . Let λ “ p´λ ¨α, λq. If prik´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ri1λqik ‰ 0 for all k “ 1, . . . , ℓ,
then pλ,αq is obtained from pλ1,α1q by a chain of admissible reflections: λ1 “ riℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ ri1λ.
Since λ1 ¨α1 “ λ ¨α “ 0 we have λ1 “ p´n|λ1|, λ1q for some λ1 P CI . The requirement of the
regularity of λ1 imposes the conditions riℓ ¨ ¨ ¨ ri1λ ¨p0, βq ‰ 0 @ β P ∆pQq. Thus the condition
of Corollary 5.1.1 holds for any root α “ p1, αq from W -orbit of the root α1 “ p1, nδq and a
generic vector λ, where W is the group generated by reflections si for the quiver Qdε0 .
Consider the case d “ 1. Note that in this case all the roots of the form p0, αq and
p1, αq from the fundamental domain F are p0, nδq, n ě 1, and p1, nδq, n ě 2, respectively.
Moreover, p1, δq “ s8p0, δq.
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Conjecture 5.1. Any root α “ p1, αq P ∆`impQε0q belongs to W -orbit of a root p1, nδq for
some n P Zě1.
If Conjecture 5.1 is valid, then due to Corollary 5.1.1 the Hamiltonians Hmk,1 form an
integrable system on the variety Mλpα, ε0q for a generic vector λ P C
m and any α P ZIě0 such
that p1, αq P ∆`impQε0q.
Remark 5.2. In the case d ě 2 Conjecture 5.1 is not valid literally (if m ě 2). In this case
there are elements p1, αq P F such that α ‰ nδ for any n. However one can conjecture that
every imaginary root p1, αq belongs to an orbit of a root of the form p0, βq or p1, βq from F .
5.5 The framing ζ “ pd, d, . . . , dq
Consider another particular case: let m ě 1 be general again, but now ζ “ dδ for some
d P Zě1. The framed quiver Qdδ is
1
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In this case the components of elements A P Ldδ are square matrices Api,ℓq P EndpC
dq.
Consider the Lie subalgebra L1dδ Ă Ldδ, consisting of elements A, for which Api,ℓq do not
depend on i. The corresponding Lie algebra of integrals is spanned by
JℓpT q “
ÿ
iPI
trpTwi´ℓYi´ℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Yi´1viq, (5.58)
where ℓ P Zě0, T P EndpC
dq. Subalgebra L1dδ is isomorphic to glpd,Cq bCrts, while the sub-
space spanned by E
pℓq
r is its maximal commutative subalgebra. The elements E
pℓq
r correspond
to the Hamiltonians
Hℓ,r “ ´JℓpErq “ ´
ÿ
iPI
wi´ℓ,rYi´ℓ ¨ ¨ ¨Yi´1vi,r. (5.59)
Proposition 5.2. The variety Mλpα, dε0q can be identified with subvariety of Mλpα, dδq
defined by the equations
vi “ 0, wi “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , m´ 1. (5.60)
The flows defined by the functions JℓpT q preserve this subvariety if and only if ℓ is divided by
m or T “ 0. The restrictions of the Hamiltonians Hmk,r “ ´JmkpErq to Mλpα, dε0q coincide
with (5.40).
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Proof. The equations (5.60) define an embedding Rep
`
ΠλpQdε0q,α
˘
Ă Rep
`
ΠλpQdδq,α
˘
.
The action of the group GLpαq preserves the equations (5.60). By taking quotient by this
action we obtain the desired embedding of the quiver varieties. The rest is obtained by direct
calculations.
Let us consider the case α “ nδ in details again. The formula (4.6) gives the dimension:
dimMλpnδ, dδq “ 2nmd. Let ϕa P HompC
m,Cdq and ψa P HompC
d,Cmq be matrices with
the components
pϕaqri “ pvi,rqa, pψaqir “ pwi,rqa. (5.61)
Similarly to Section 5.4, we can express these matrices and the matrices Xi, Yi at a generic
point via the local Darboux coordinates
xa, pϕaqri, pa, pψaqir, pi, rq ‰ p0, 1q. (5.62)
We have (see details in [CS])
pXiqab “ xaδab, (5.63)
pYiqaa “
1
m
pa `
1
xa
m´1ÿ
l“1
m´ l
m
´
λl ´ pψaϕaqll
¯
´
1
xa
iÿ
l“1
´
λl ´ pψaϕaqll
¯
,
pYiqab “ ´
m´1ÿ
j“0
xjax
m´j´1
b
xma ´ x
m
b
pψbϕaqi´j,i´j, a ‰ b, (5.64)
pϕaq10 “ 1, (5.65)
pψaq01 “ |λ| ´
dÿ
r“2
pϕaqr0pψaq0r ´
m´1ÿ
i“1
dÿ
r“1
pϕaqripψaqir, (5.66)
where i “ 0, . . . , m´ 1, a, b “ 1, . . . , n, and
ωλ,α “
ÿ
iPI
trpdYi ^ dXiq `
ÿ
iPI
dÿ
r“1
dwi,r ^ dvi,r “
nÿ
a“1
dpa ^ dxa `
nÿ
a“1
trpdψa ^ dϕaq.
Remark 5.3. Let µ :“ e2πi{m and E “ diagp1, µ, µ2, . . . , µm´1q. Then, by using the identity6
xm´j´1yj
xm ´ ym
“
1
m
m´1ÿ
l“0
µ´jl
x´ µly
, j “ 0, . . . , m´ 1, (5.67)
6The formula (5.67) is proven as follows. The multiplication of the left and right hand sides of (5.67) by
mpxm ´ ymq “ m
m´1ś
i“0
px´ µiyq gives the polynomials fpxq “ mxm´1´jyj and gpxq “
m´1ř
l“0
µ´jl
ś
i‰l
px´ µiyq.
The equality
m´1ś
i“1
px´ µiq “ pxm ´ 1q{px´ 1q in the limit is
m´1ś
i“1
p1´ µiq “ m. Hence fpµlyq “ gpµlyq. This
is enough for the identity fpxq ” gpxq since the degrees of the polynomials fpxq and gpxq are less or equal
to m´ 1.
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one can rewrite the expression (5.64) in the form
pYiqab “
1
m
m´1ÿ
l“0
µ´il tr
`
ϕaE
l ψb
˘
xb ´ µlxa
(where El is the power of the matrix E).
Remark 5.4. Consider the variety
Qm,d “
 
pϕ, ψq P HompCm,Cdq ˆ HompCd,Cmq | trpϕψq “ |λ|
(
{Cˆ,
where the group Cˆ “ Czt0u acts as c.pϕ, ψq “ pcϕ, c´1ψq. This variety is a Hamilto-
nian reduction for M “ T ˚M0, M0 “ HompC
m,Cdq, G “ Cˆ. The points of Mλpnδ, dδq,
at which the matrix Xm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨X0 is diagonalisable and non-degenerate, are parametrised
by coordinates xa, pa and elements qa “ pϕa, ψaq P Qm,d. Analogously, generic points of
Mλpnδ, dε0q are parametrised by the coordinates xa, pa and elements qa “ pϕa, ψaq P Q1,d,
where Q1,d “
 
pϕ, ψq P Cd ˆ pCdq˚ | ψϕ “ |λ|
(
{Cˆ (see [W15]).
Theorem 5.1 is generalised as follows [CS].
Theorem 5.3. The Hamiltonians Hℓ,r P C
“
Mλpnδ, dδq
‰
, ℓ “ 1, . . . , nm, r “ 1, . . . , d,
are functionally independent and, hence, form an integrable system on the quiver variety
Mλpnδ, dδq.
Remark 5.5. The Hamiltonians Hℓ,r, ℓ “ 0, . . . , nm´ 1, r “ 1, . . . , d, are dependent, since
dř
r“1
H0,r “ ´n|λ| (see Remark 4.1). One can obtain nmd independent Hamiltonians, by
replacing one of H0,r by Hmn “ ´|λ|
´1
dř
r“1
Hmn,r, for example.
At m “ 1 we obtain the Gibbons–Hermsen systems again. At grater m the explicit form
of the Hamiltonians is quite complicated even for m “ 2.
Example 5.5. [CS] Let m “ 2 and d “ 1. Then the system is defined by the Hamiltonians
Hℓ,1, ℓ ě 1. Denote Z “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
, F˘ “
ˆ
0 ˘1
1 0
˙
. The first two Hamiltonians have the
form
H1,1 “ ´w0Y0v1 ´ w1Y1v0 “ ´
1
2
nÿ
a“1
´
pϕaF`ψaqpa `
1
xa
pϕaF´ψaq
`
λ1 ` pϕaq1pψaq1
˘¯
´
´
1
2
ÿ
a‰b
´pϕaF`ψbqpϕbψaq
xa ´ xb
`
pϕaF´ψbqpϕbZψaq
xa ` xb
¯
,
H2 “ ´
1
|λ|
H2,1 “ trpY0Y1q “
1
4
nÿ
a“1
´
p2a ´
1
x2a
`
λ1 ´ pϕaq1pψaq1
˘2¯
`
`
1
4
ÿ
a‰b
´pϕaψbqpϕbψaq
pxa ´ xbq2
`
pϕaZψbqpϕbZψaq
pxa ` xbq2
¯
`
`
1
2
ÿ
a‰b
pϕaq1pψbq1pϕbq0pψaq0 ´ pϕaq0pψbq0pϕbq1pψaq1
x2a ´ x
2
b
,
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where ϕa P pC
2q˚, ψa P C
2 with components pϕaqi “ pϕaq1i, pψaqi “ pψaqi1, i “ 0, 1. At a
generic point (where pϕaq1 ‰ 0 @ a) one can choose pϕaq0 “ 1, pψaq0 “ |λ| ´ pϕaq1pψaq1, so
we have two independent spin variables pϕaq1 and pψaq1.
As before, Theorem 4.6 allows to generalise Theorem 5.3 for more general α.
Corollary 5.3.1. Let α1 “ p1, nδq and λ1 “ p´n|λ1|, λ1q for a regular λ1 P Cm. If α “ p1, αq
and λ “ p´λ ¨α, λq for some α P ZIě0 and λ P C
m such that the pair pλ,αq is obtained from
pλ1,α1q by a chain of admissible reflections, then the Hamiltonians Hmk,r P C
“
Mλpα, dδq
‰
form an integrable system on the variety Mλpα, dδq.
As before the condition of Corollary 5.3.1 is valid for a generic vector λ and a vector α
such that α “ p1, αq belongs to an W -orbit of a root α1 “ p1, nδq, where W is the group
generated by the reflections si for the quiver Qdδ.
6 Generalised KP hierarchies and their rational solu-
tions
In the case of the cyclic quiver the Hamiltonian dynamics on the quiver varieties, considered
in Section 5, can be applied to construct solutions of the KP hierarchy and its generalisations.
The reflection functor also plays some role here.
6.1 Rational solutions of the usual KP hierarchy
First we recall the definition of the KP hierarchy and present its rational solutions in terms
of Calogero–Moser spaces.
The KP hierarchy is a system of infinitely many non-linear PDEs with infinite number of
unknown functions and infinite number of unknown variables these functions depend on. It
is convenient to regard the unknown functions as coefficients of a pseudo-differential operator
and to write the equations in an ”operator” form [MJD], [Di].
A pseudo-differential operator is an expression of the form
F “
Nÿ
k“´8
fkpxqB
k, (6.1)
where N P Z, fkpxq P Cpxq, B “ Bx is the operator of differentiation in x and B
´1 is its
formal inverse (one can consider the coefficients fkpxq in a larger algebra of functions which
is preserved by B, but we will be interested in rational solutions only, so the function algebra
Cpxq is enough for our purposes). Despite its name, the pseudo-differential operators do not
act anywhere. They are defined purely algebraically by rules of commutation: one postulates
commutativity of functions with each other and the relations
rB, fpxqs “ f 1pxq, BB´1 “ B´1B “ 1. (6.2)
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These relations together with the condition of associativity imply
Bkfpxq “
8ÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
l
˙
f plqpxqBk´l, k P Z, (6.3)
where f plqpxq is the l-th derivative. Formally, the pseudo-differential operators are elements of
an associative algebra consisting of the expressions of the form (6.1) with the multiplication
defined by the formula (6.3). The correctness of this definition and the associativity of this
multiplication can be checked by straightforward calculations. Purely differential and purely
pseudo-differential parts of an element (6.1) are denoted as
F` “
Nÿ
k“0
fkpxqB
k and F´ “
´1ÿ
k“´8
fkpxqB
k (6.4)
respectively.
Remark 6.1. In the algebraic language the algebra of pseudo-differential operators is a
microlocalisation [AVdBVO] of the algebra of the differential operators
Nř
k“0
fkpxqB
k.
Consider a pseudo-differential operator
L “ B `
8ÿ
l“1
flpxqB
´l. (6.5)
We will assume that the functions flpxq depend also on an infinite number of ”time” variables:
flpxq “ flpx; tq where t “ pt1, t2, t3, . . .q (sometimes t1 and x are identified). The KP hierarchy
is the systems of the compatible equations
B
Btk
L “ rpLkq`, Ls, k “ 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.6)
(see [MJD], [Di]).
One can show that any pseudo-differential operator of the form (6.5) can be written as
L “MBM´1 (6.7)
for some
M “ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
ulpxqB
´l. (6.8)
It is convenient to search a solution of the KP hierarchy in terms of M : if (6.8) satisfies the
system of equations
B
Btk
M “ ´
`
MBkM´1
˘
´
¨M, k “ 1, 2, 3, . . . , (6.9)
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then (6.7) solves (6.6).
Let pX, Y, v, wq be a 4-tuple corresponding to a point of the Calogero–Moser space Cn
described in Section 5.2. Consider the pseudo-differential operator
M “ 1´ wpX ´ xq´1pY ´ Bq´1v, (6.10)
where pY ´ Bq´1 “ ´
8ř
l“0
Y lB´l´1 and pX ´ xq´1 is the matrix over the field Cpxq, which
is inverse to the matrix X ´ x “ X ´ x idCn . The operator (6.10) has the form (6.8) and
does not depend on a representative pX, Y, v, wq of the point of Cn. Now let this point move
under the Hamiltonian flows given by the equations B
Btk
f “ tHk, fu. Then the formula (6.10)
defines a pseudo-differential operatorM “Mptq with coefficients depending on the variables
t1, t2, t2, . . .. It is obtained by replacement ofX by (5.22) in the formula (6.10). It was proved
in the paper [W98] that Lptq “ MptqBMptq´1 is a solution of the KP hierarchy (6.6) and
that this exhausts all its rational solutions. Each such equation is given by the initial point
pX, Y, v, wq. Thus, the rational solutions are in one-to-one correspondence with the points
of the set
Ů
ně0
Cn.
Remark 6.2. This bijection is a part of the Calogero–Moser correspondence. The latter is
one-to-one correspondence between the following elements [CH], [W98], [BCE]:
• the points of
Ů
ně0
Cn,
• the elements of adelic Grassmannians,
• the rational solutions of the KP hierarchy,
• the isomorphism classes of right ideals (as of right modules) of the Weyl algebra
A1pCq :“
! Nř
l“0
flpxqB
k | flpxq P Crxs, N ě 0
)
.
The KP equation is the PDE
3
B2u
Bt22
“
B
Bx
´
4
Bu
Bt3
´ 6u
Bu
Bx
´
B3u
Bx3
¯
, (6.11)
where u “ upx, t2, t3q. It is obtained from (6.6) by putting u “ 2f1 [MJD]. Substitution
of (5.23), (5.25) to (6.10) gives u1 “ ´
nř
a“1
1
x´xa
and
u “ 2f1 “ ´2
Bu1
Bx
“ ´
nÿ
a“1
2
px´ xaq2
, (6.12)
where x1 “ x1ptq, . . . , xn “ xnptq is a solution of the Calogero–Moser system
7
Bxa
Bt2
“ tH2, xau,
Bpa
Bt2
“ tH2, pau, (6.13)
Bxa
Bt3
“ tH3, xau,
Bpa
Bt3
“ tH3, pau. (6.14)
7The functions f1 and u1 are expressed via the coordinates xa only, while fl and ul for general l are
expressed via both the coordinates xa and the momenta pa.
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The solutions (6.12) of the equation (6.11) were found in the works [CC], [Kr].
The points of the phase space T ˚Cnreg do not give all the rational solutions, since there ex-
ists solutions corresponding to the points of Cn with non-diagonalisable X . They corresponds
to the cases of ”collisions” of particles.
Remark 6.3. Similar solutions of the KdV equation
4
Bu
Bt3
“ 6u
Bu
Bx
`
B3u
Bx3
, (6.15)
where u “ upx, t3q, were found earlier in [AMM]. They have the same form (6.12), where
xa “ xapt3q satisfy the equations tH2, xau “ tH2, pau “ 0 and (6.14).
6.2 Generalised KP hierarchy and its solutions from cyclic quiver
We describe here the generalised KP hierarchy defined in [CS] and its rational solutions
found there.
Consider the group Γ “ t1, σ, σ2, . . . , σm´1u » Z{mZ where σm “ 1. Its group algebra
CΓ has the following basis consisting of the idempotents
ǫk “
1
m
m´1ÿ
j“0
µ´kjσj, k P I, (6.16)
where µ “ e2πi{m and I “ t0, . . . , m ´ 1u “ Z{mZ. In order to generalise KP hierarchy we
consider the Cherednik algebra Hλ for the group Γ. It is defined by generators x, y, σ and
relations
yx´ xy “
m´1ÿ
k“0
λkǫk, σ
m “ 1, σx “ µ´1xσ, σy “ µyσ, (6.17)
where λk are complex parameters.
8 In terms of the basis (6.16) the last three relations have
the form
ǫiǫj “ δijǫi, ǫix “ xǫi`1, ǫiy “ yǫi´1. (6.18)
As any Cherednik algebra, Hλ has a PBW basis:
xiσjyk, i, k P Zě0, j P I. (6.19)
Let us extend Hλ to the algebra Hλ consisting of elements
F “
Nÿ
k“´8
m´1ÿ
j“0
fjkpxqσ
jyk, (6.20)
8One can simply say that the right hand side of the first relation is an arbitrary element of CΓ, but
we intentionally decompose it by the basis (6.16) to identify the coefficients with the parameters of the
corresponding quiver variety.
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where fljpxq P Cpxq and y
´1 is the inverse of y: that is yy´1 “ y´1y “ 1. The associativity of
the algebra Hλ follows from the theory of microlocalisation [AVdBVO] (see detail in [CS]).
The subalgebra spanned by fpxqσj , where fpxq P Cpxq, is denoted by Cpxq#Γ (or Cpxq ˚Γ).
The elements (6.20) have the form
F “
Nÿ
k“´8
fkpxqy
k, (6.21)
for some fkpxq P Cpxq#Γ. For the elements F P Hλ of the form (6.21) we introduce notations
the following notations (analogous to those for the pseudo-differential operators):
F` “
Nÿ
k“0
fkpxqy
k and F´ “
´1ÿ
k“´8
fkpxqy
k. (6.22)
Consider the elements L P Hλ of the form
L “ y `
8ÿ
l“0
flpxqy
´l (6.23)
with coefficients flpxq “ flpx; tq P Cpxq#Γ, where t “ pt1, t2, t3, . . .q P
8À
ℓ“1
C (if m ě 2 then
the variable t1 is not identified with x). The generalised KP hierarchy is the system of
compatible equations
B
Btℓ
L “ rpLℓq`, Ls, ℓ “ 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.24)
The element (6.23) can be always written as
L “MyM´1, M “ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
ulpxqy
´l, (6.25)
where ulpxq P F#Γ for some algebra of (multivalued) functions F containing Cpxq (any M
of this form is invertible). It is easy to deduce that the equations (6.24) follow from
B
Btℓ
M “ ´
`
MyℓM´1
˘
´
¨M, ℓ “ 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.26)
Let λ “ pλ0, . . . , λm´1q where λk are parameters of the algebra Hλ (as before, we sup-
pose that λ is regular with respect to the root system of the cyclic quiver unless otherwise
indicated).
Let the matrices (5.11) define a point of the variety Mλpα, δq (this is the case d “ 1
described in Section 5.5). The Hamiltonians Hℓ,1 give the flows
B
Btℓ
on Mλpα, δq: X “ Xptq,
Y “ Yptq, vi “ viptq, wi “ wiptq.
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Proposition 6.1. [CS] The matrix
Mptq “ 1´
ÿ
i,jPI
ǫiwipX´ xq
´1pY ´ yq´1vjεj (6.27)
satisfies the equations (6.26).
Consequently, the formulae (6.25), (6.27) give a solution of (6.24). In this way we obtain
a solution of the generalised KP hierarchy from the flows on Mλpα, δq with initial values
Xp0q, Yp0q, vip0q, wip0q.
If one considers (6.23) as deformation of y, it is natural to fix the commutation relation
with the elements of the group:
σL “ µLσ or, equivalently, ǫiL “ Lǫi´1, i P I. (6.28)
The condition (6.28) is compatible with those and only those equations of the system (6.24)
which correspond to ℓ divisible by m:
B
Btmk
L “ rpLmkq`, Ls, k “ 1, 2, 3, . . . (6.29)
The system (6.29) with the condition (6.28) is called the spherical sub-hierarchy.
Consider the variety Mλpα, ε0q (this is the case d “ 1 of Section 5.4). The Hamiltonians
Hkm,1 “ ´|λ|Hkm define the flows X “ Xpt
1q, Y “ Ypt1q, v0 “ v0pt
1q, w0 “ w0pt
1q, where
t1 “ ptm, t2m, t3m, . . .q (see the formulae (5.56), (5.57)). Then, by applying Proposition 5.2 to
the formula (6.27) we obtain a solution of the spherical sub-hierarchy: Lpt1q “Mpt1qyMpt1q´1
where
Mpt1q “ 1´ ǫ0w0pX´ xq
´1pY ´ yq´1v0ε0. (6.30)
6.3 Generalised matrix KP hierarchy
In the case of general d the varieties Mλpα, dε0q, Mλpα, dδq and the Hamiltonian sys-
tems on them give solutions of generalised matrix KP hierarchies and corresponding sub-
hierarchies [CS]. The usual matrix KP hierarchy is described, for example, in [Di]. We define
it in the general from (for general m).
The role of the algebra Hλ in this case is played by the algebra tensor product EndpC
dqb
Hλ, that is by the algebra of dˆ d matrices with coefficients in Hλ. The operations p¨q` and
p¨q´ on this algebra of matrices is defined entrywise. In the tensor notations they have the
form pA b F q˘ “ Ab F˘ where A P EndpC
dq, F P Hλ.
Consider the elements of the algebra EndpCdq bHλ of the form
L “ y `
8ÿ
l“0
Fly
´l, (6.31)
Rr “ Er `
8ÿ
l“1
Rl,ry
´l, r “ 1, . . . , d, (6.32)
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where Fl, Rl,r P EndpC
dq b
`
Cpxq#Γ
˘
and the matrices Er P EndpC
dq are defined in Sec-
tion 4.2. Impose the conditions
rL,Rrs “ 0 , RrRs “ δrsRr,
dÿ
r“1
Rr “ 1. (6.33)
Define the generalised matrix KP hierarchy as compatible system of equations on L,R1, . . . , Rd:
BL
Btℓ,r
“
“
pLℓRrq`, L
‰
, (6.34)
BRs
Btℓ,r
“
“
pLℓRrq`, Rs
‰
. (6.35)
This system defines a dependence of the elements Fl, Rl,s on the variables tℓ,r, ℓ P Zě0,
r “ 1, . . . , d. The variables t0,r (or, more precisely, their flows) are dependent, since the
third formula (6.33) implies
dř
r“1
B
Bt0,r
“ 0.
Associate the variables tℓ,r with the Hamiltonians Hℓ,r on the quiver variety Mλpα, dδq.
These Hamiltonians define the flows X “ Xptq, Y “ Yptq, vi “ viptq, wi “ wiptq on
Mλpα, dδq, where t “ ptℓ,rq. The dependence
dř
r“1
B
Bt0,r
“ 0 for these flows follows from
dř
r“1
H0,r “ ´λ ¨ α (see Remark 4.1). Note that
vj P HompC
d,Vq, pY ´ yq´1 “ ´
8ÿ
l“0
Y ly´l´1 P EndV bHλ,
pX´ xq´1 P EndV b Cpxq Ă EndV bHλ, wi P HompV,C
dq.
Hence, the matrix M defined by the formula (6.27) with this flows on Mλpα, dδq belongs to
EndpCdq bHλ and has the form (6.25) where ulpxq P EndpC
dq b
`
F#Γ
˘
.
Proposition 6.2. [CS]
(1) The matrix M “Mptq satisfies the system of equations
B
Btℓ,r
M “ ´
`
MyℓErM
´1
˘
´
¨M, ℓ P Zě0, r “ 1, . . . , d. (6.36)
(2) The equations (6.36) imply that the matrices
L “MyM´1, Rr “MErM
´1 (6.37)
solve the system (6.34), (6.35).
Since the matrices (6.37) have the form (6.31), (6.32) and satisfies the conditions (6.33),
they gives a solution of the generalised KP hierarchy.
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Matrix spherical sub-hierarchy is the system
BL
Btmk,r
“
“
pLmkRrq`, L
‰
, (6.38)
BRs
Btmk,r
“
“
pLmkRrq`, Rs
‰
, (6.39)
where k P Zě0, r “ 1, . . . , d and L,Rr are matrices of the form (6.31), (6.32) satisfying the
conditions (6.33) and
σL “ µLσ, σRr “ Rrσ. (6.40)
Let t1 “ ptmk,rq and M “ Mpt
1q be the matrix defined by the formula (6.30) with the
flows w0 “ w0pt
1q, X “ Xpt1q, Y “ Ypt1q, v0 “ v0pt
1q on the quiver variety Mλpα, dε0q.
Substitution of M “Mpt1q to (6.37) gives a solution of the matrix spherical sub-hierarchy.
Remark 6.4. To follow [Di] more strictly one should consider more general hierarchies.
Namely, one should replace the formula (6.31) by
L “ Ay `
8ÿ
l“0
Fly
´l, (6.41)
where A “ diagpa1, . . . , adq is a constant diagonal matrix with elements ar P Czt0u. The
solution of this hierarchy corresponding to the flows onMλpα, dδq is obtained as follows. One
needs to replace the variables tℓ,r by a
´ℓ
r tℓ,r in the same matrix M “Mptq and to substitute
the obtainedM to L “MAyM´1 and Rr “MErM
´1. The solutions of the matrix spherical
sub-hierarchy corresponding to the flows on Mλpα, dε0q is obtained in the same way.
Example 6.1. Let m “ 1. In this case the parameter λ is one-dimensional and does not
vanish, so one can normalise it: λ “ 1. Then the elements of the algebra EndpCq bHλ are
matrices over the algebra of pseudo-differential operators (6.1). In this case the system (6.34),
(6.35) with the conditions (6.31)–(6.33) (and the spherical matrix sub-hierarchy) is the usual
matrix (multicomponent) KP hierarchy [Di] (modulo Remark 6.4). Its solutions are given
by the Gibbons–Hermsen systems on the varieties M1pn, dq considered in Section 5.3. The
connection of the Gibbons–Hermsen systems with the matrix KP hierarchy was considered
in the works [KBBT], [W15], [BP].
The following table shows the correspondence between hierarchies and quiver varieties: a
rational solution of a hierarchy is constructed by means of the corresponding quiver varieties.
Each hierarchy corresponds to a set of varieties associated to different α (or n). The vertical
arrows means the transition to the particular case d “ 1, while the horizontal ones — to the
case m “ 1, so that to the case of one-loop quiver (here one can normalise λ “ 1).
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Generalised
KP hierarchy
Mλpα, δq
//
KP hierarchy
(usual)
Cn “M1pn, 1q
Spherical
sub-hierarchy
Mλpα, ε0q
oo
Generalised
matrix
KP hierarchy
Mλpα, dδq
//
OO
Matrix
KP hierarchy
(usual)
M1pn, dq
OO
Matrix
spherical
sub-hierarchy
Mλpα, dε0q
oo
OO
To obtain a solution of a hierarchy from this table one needs to take a solution of the
Hamiltonian system on the corresponding quiver variety and to substitute it to the corre-
sponding formulae written above. Atm ě 2 we have a special class of solutions corresponding
to α “ nδ. In this case the matrices Xptq, Yptq, viptq, wiptq are obtained from a solution
of a ”spin” generalisation of the Calogero–Moser system, described in Section 5.4 or 5.5. If
α, λ satisfy the condition of Corollary 5.1.1 or 5.3.1, then the solutions of the corresponding
Hamiltonian system are obtained by application of reflection functors to the solutions of the
”spin” Calogero–Moser systems on Mλpnδ, ζq, where ζ “ dδ or dε0. For instance, if d “ 1 in
the spherical case and Conjecture 5.1 is valid, then the problem is reduced to the application
of the reflection functors to the solutions (5.56), (5.57).
If α P ∆`repQζq, then dimMλpα, ζq “ 0, i.e. wi,X,Y,vj are constant. Hence, we obtain
in this case a stationary solution of the hierarchy.
Remark 6.5. One can define the matrixM depending on a point ofMλpα, dδq (orMλpα, dε0q)
by the formula (6.27) (or (6.30)) for an arbitrary α P ZIě0 (even if α “ p1, αq is not a root).
LetM be constructed via the matrices X, Y, vi, wi, which gives a reducible Π
λpQζq-module
of the dimension α “ p1, αq, where ζ “ dδ (or ζ “ dε0). Then α “
ř
lα
plq, where αplq P ZIě0
are dimensions of the composition factors V plq for this module. One has α
plq
8 “ δl,l0 for
some l0. Substituting the matrices rX, rY, rvi, Ăwi corresponding to the module V pl0q, to (6.27)
(or (6.30)) one obtains the same matrix M . Since the ΠλpQζq-module V
pl0q is simple, its
dimension αpl0q is a root [CB01, Theorem 1.2]. Therefore, one can suppose that α is a
positive root and that the initial point
`
Xp0q,Yp0q,vip0q,wip0q
˘
gives a simple module.
Remark 6.6. If the vector λ P CI is not regular then the quiver varieties Mλpα, ζq should
be defined as varieties Nλpαq consisting from isomorphism classes of the semi-simple mod-
ules of the dimension α “ p1, αq (see Remark 2.2). In this case the construction de-
scribed above also gives a solution of the corresponding hierarchy for regular initial points`
Xp0q,Yp0q,vip0q,wip0q
˘
of the variety Mλpα, ζq. By virtue of Remark 6.5 it is enough to
take simple modules (which are regular points) as initial points of the flows on Mλpα, ζq.
Open questions
There are still a lot of unclear questions on the subjects concerned above. Here we present
some of them (see also the list in the end of [CS]).
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1. The integrability of the system (4.7) is proved for cases of the cyclic quiver only. In
the general case it is not integrable, but possibly there exists an orientation for each
graph such that the system with the Hamiltonians Hp is integrable. It is interesting
to find out when the Hamiltonian systems defined in Section 4.2 are integrable or, at
least, to prove integrability for a wider class of quivers.
2. Even for the cyclic quiver not all the cases have been investigated. First, not all
the roots p1, αq from the fundamental domain F are considered (see Remark 5.2).
Second, the case of general ζ is not considered even for α “ nδ. In particular, the case
ζ “ d
m1ř
i“0
εi, 0 ď m
1 ď m´1, should be described in complete analogy with to the cases
ζ “ dε0 and ζ “ dδ. There is also a question: which hierarchies correspond to another
framing vector ζ?
3. In the case of cyclic quiver it is also unclear, can one obtain all the positive imaginary
roots α “ p1, αq by applying the reflection functor to the roots p1, βq P F . This is not
proved even for the simplest case ζ “ ε0 (Conjecture 5.1).
4. By considering a trigonometric or elliptic version of the Cherednik algebra, one can
define a corresponding generalised KP hierarchy. To obtain their solutions one pre-
sumably needs to consider more general preprojective algebras.
Appendix A.
Poisson brackets in tensor notations
In this section we prove the formula (2.16) for the moment map Pα : ReppQ,αq Ñ g
˚ and
deduce the formulae (4.10), (4.14). Before that, we introduce a tensor formalism to calculate
the Poisson brackets in the matrix form.
Let A P HompCn,Cn
1
q and B P HompCm,Cm
1
q be arbitrary matrices. Their tensor
product is the matrix A b B P HompCn,Cn
1
q b HompCm,Cm
1
q “ HompCn b Cm,Cn
1
b
Cm
1
q with the entries pA b Bqij,kl “ AikBjl. Introduce the notations A
p1q “ A b idCm and
Bp2q “ idCn bB (we suppose m “ m
1 in the former and n “ n1 in the latter). Note that
AbB “ Ap1qBp2q (for any n, n1, m,m1). In the case of square matrices (n “ n1, m “ m1) we
have trpAp1qBp2qq “ trpAq trpBq. Define the transposition matrix P : CnbCm Ñ CmbCn by
Pij,kl “ δilδjk. It has the following properties:
trpAp1qPBp2qq “ trpABq, A P HompCm,Cnq, B P HompCn,Cmq; (A.1)
tr1pA
p1qPq “ A, A P HompCn,Cnq, pn “ mq; (A.2)
(in the left hand side of (A.1) the trace is over Cn bCn and in the right hand side of (A.1)
is over Cn; in the left hand side of (A.2) the trace is over the fist tensor factor Cn).
The Poisson brackets on ReppQ,αq corresponding to the symplectic form (2.7) are given
by the formula tpVaqkl, pVb˚qpqu “ p´1q
aδabδplδkq where a, b P Q. In the matrix form the
brackets have the form tV
p1q
a , V
p2q
b˚ u “ p´1q
aδabP (the size of P depends on a : iÑ j, namely,
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n “ αi andm “ αj). The Leibniz rule in the matrix form can be written as tA
p1qBp1q, Cp2qu “
Ap1qtBp1q, Cp2qu ` tAp1q, Cp2quBp1q where A,B,C are matrix-valued functions.
Let us derive the moment map for the action of the group G “ Gpαq on the variety
M “ ReppQ,αq (see Section 2.4). The element rgs P Gpαq (where g P GLpαq) acts by the
formula (2.3) (where a P Q). The Lie algebra g of the group Gpαq consists of θ “ rpθiqiPIs P
Endpαq{pC ¨ 1q, where θi P EndpC
αiq and C ¨ 1 Ă Endpαq is the Lie subalgebra corresponding
to the subgroup Cˆ Ă GLpαq. The Lie brackets in g have the form rθ, ηs “
“`
rθi, ηis
˘
iPI
‰
.
Infinitesimal action of the group G “ Gpαq is given by the vector fields Vθ P ΓpM,TMq,
defined as pVθfqpV q “
d
dt
f
`
expp´tθq.V
˘ˇˇ
t“0
. Denote by BVa the matrix with entries pBVaqll1 “
B
BpVaql1l
. Then one can write Vθ “
ř
a : iÑj
tr
`
pVaθi ´ θjVaqBVa
˘
. Let us prove that they are
Hamiltonian vector fields with Hamiltonians HθpV q “
ř
a : iÑj
p´1qa trpVaVa˚θjq and that the
latter ones satisfy tHθ, Hηu “ Hrθ,ηs. First note that the Hamiltonians are correctly defined,
since the simultaneous shift θi Ñ θi` c gives the additional term c
ř
aPQ
p´1qa trpVaVa˚q, which
vanishes due to cyclicity of the trace. Then, we have
tHθ, fupV q “
ÿ
bPQ
tHθ, pVbqkluBf{BpVbqkl “
ÿ
bPQ
tr
`
tHθ, VbuBVb
˘
f “
“
ÿ
a,bPQ
a : iÑj
p´1qa tr
`
tV p1qa V
p1q
a˚ θ
p1q
j , V
p2q
b uB
p2q
Vb
˘
f “
“
ÿ
a,bPQ
a : iÑj
p´1qa tr
`
V
p1q
a˚ θ
p1q
j tV
p1q
a , V
p2q
b uB
p2q
Vb
˘
f`
`
ÿ
a,bPQ
a : iÑj
p´1qa tr
`
θ
p1q
j V
p1q
a tV
p1q
a˚ , V
p2q
b uB
p2q
Vb
˘
f “
“
ÿ
a : iÑj
tr
`
V
p1q
a˚ θ
p1q
j PB
p2q
Va˚
˘
f ´
ÿ
a : iÑj
tr
`
θ
p1q
j V
p1q
a PB
p2q
Va
˘
f “
“
ÿ
a : iÑj
tr
`
pVaθi ´ θjVaqBVa
˘
f “ pVθfqpV q,
where we used (A.1). In the same way we obtain
tHθ, HηupV q “
ÿ
a : iÑj
b : kÑl
p´1qap´1qb tr
`
tV p1qa V
p1q
a˚ θ
p1q
j , V
p2q
b V
p2q
b˚ η
p2q
l u
˘
“
“
ÿ
a : iÑj
p´1qa tr
`
´ Va˚θjVaηi ´ θjVaVa˚ηj ` Va˚θjηjVa ` θjVaηiVa˚
˘
“ Hrθ,ηspV q.
Thus we have a Poisson action of the group Gpαq given by the Hamiltonians Hθ. From the
definition of the moment map, P pV qpθq “ HθpV q, one yields P pV q “
´ ř
iPI
a : iÑj
p´1qaVaVa˚
¯
jPI
P
Endpαq0.
Now are going to prove (4.10) (not assuming that α8 “ 1: see the end of Section 4.2).
Due to Proposition 2.6, the Poisson brackets onNλpαq can be calculated via Poisson brackets
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of the corresponding invariant functions on Rep
`
ΠλpQζq,α
˘
. In the notations of Section 4.2
we have tv
p1q
i , w
p2q
j url,l1s “ tpviqrl1, pwjqlsu “ tpVbirql1, pVb˚jsqlu “ δijδrsδll1, that is tv
p1q
i , w
p2q
j u “
δijP, @ i, j P I. By taking into account tV
p1q
p2 , V
p2q
p1 u “ 0 and that Vp2Vp1 “ Vp2p1 for any
p1, p2 P P such that p2p1 P P, we obtain
tIA, IBupV q “
ÿ
i,jPI
k,lPI
ÿ
p2PPij
p1PPkl
tr
´
A
p1q
p2 tw
p1q
j V
p1q
p2 v
p1q
i , w
p2q
l V
p2q
p1 v
p2q
k uB
p2q
p1
¯
“
“
ÿ
i,jPI
k,lPI
ÿ
p2PPij
p1PPkl
tr
´
A
p1q
p2
`
w
p1q
j V
p1q
p2 tv
p1q
i , w
p2q
l uV
p2q
p1 v
p2q
k `
` w
p2q
l V
p2q
p1 tw
p1q
j , v
p2q
k uV
p1q
p2 v
p1q
i
˘
B
p2q
p1
¯
“
“
ÿ
i,j,kPI
ÿ
p2PPij
p1PPki
tr
´
Ap2wjVp2Vp1vkBp1
¯
´
ÿ
i,j,lPI
ÿ
p2PPij
p1PPjl
tr
´
Vp2viAp2Bp1wlVp1
¯
“
“
ÿ
j,kPI
pPPkj
ÿ
p2,p1PP
p2p1“p
tr
´
Bp1Ap2wjVpvk
¯
´
ÿ
i,lPI
pPPil
ÿ
p2,p1PP
p1p2“p
tr
´
Ap2Bp1wlVpvi
¯
.
So that, we derive tIA, IBupV q “ IrA,BspV q.
Finally, let us calculate the Poisson bracket in the formula (4.14). By using (A.2) one
yields
tIA, wiu “ ´
ÿ
jPI
ÿ
pPPij
tr1
`
Ap1qp w
p1q
j V
p1q
p tv
p1q
i , w
p2q
i u
˘
“ ´
ÿ
jPI
ÿ
pPPij
ApwjVp.
Appendix B
Reflection functor and the varieties Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
Here we describe explicitly how the reflection functor can be represented on the varieties
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. Then we apply this to prove the regularity of ̺λ,αk without using Proposi-
tion 2.7 (see Theorem 3.5). In this appendix we use notations of Section 3 and suppose that
λk ‰ 0 (for some fixed k P Ilf and λ P C
I).
Consider a point V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. Its affine coordinates are matrix entries of the
operators Va. They are defined via the standard bases of the spaces Vj “ C
αj , we denote
them by te
pjq
l u
αj
l“1. Let us construct a representative V
1 P Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
isomorphic to
the module F λk pV q by fixing bases in the spaces V
1
j , j P I. For j ‰ k the basis of V
1
j “ Vj is
the same te
pjq
l u
αj
l“1. Note that the vectors e
‘
al :“ µape
pjq
l q, a : j Ñ k, j P I, form a basis of the
space V‘ “
À
a : jÑk
Vj. Its subspace V
1
k “ Ker π “ Imµ
1 “ Imµ1π1 “ Imp1´µπq is spanned by
the vectors e1al :“ p1 ´ µπqpe
‘
alq. The components of the vectors e
1
al in the basis te
‘
alu form
a matrix of the rank p0 :“ dim V
1
k “ pskαqk. Its entries are determined from the formula
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p1´ µπqpe‘a1l1q “
ř
a,l
p1´ µπqal,a1l1e
‘
al. Explicitly,
µπpe‘a1l1q “
1
λk
ÿ
aPH
µaVa˚
ÿ
bPH
p´1qbVbπbpe
‘
a1l1q “
“
1
λk
ÿ
a,bPH
p´1qbpµaVa˚Vbqpδba1el1q “
1
λk
p´1qa
1
ÿ
a,l
µapelqpVa˚Va1ql,l1 “
“
1
λk
p´1qa
1
ÿ
a,l
pVa˚Va1qll1e
‘
al,
(the index j in e
pjq
l is omitted). Thus, the entries p1´µπqal,a1l1 “ δaa1δll1 ´
1
λk
p´1qa
1
pVa˚Va1qll1
are polynomials of the coordinates pVaqll1. For a given V one can choose the basis te
1
pu
p0
p“1 of
the space V 1k from the set te
1
alu. In particular, e
1
p “
ř
a,l
nal,pe
1
al for some nal,p P t0, 1u. This gives
us an isomorphism V 1k » C
p0 that identifies V 1 with an element of Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
. The
linear idependence of e11, . . . , e
1
p0
is equivalent to non-vanishing of the corresponding p0 ˆ p0
minor of the matrix p1 ´ µπq at the point V . Since this minor is a polynomial of pVaqll1,
it does not vanish on a Zariski open set U Ă Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
containing the given point V .
Hence we can choose the basis e1p “
ř
a,l
nal,pe
1
al for all V P U (where nal,p does not depend
on V ). The vectors e1al can be (uniquely) decomposed in the basis e
1
p, i.e. e
1
al “
p0ř
p“1
tp,ale
1
p,
where tp,al are rational functions of pVaqll1, regular on U . Then, we have
µ1pe1pq “ e
1
p “
ÿ
a1,l1
na1l1,pe
1
a1l1 “
ÿ
a1,l1
na1l1,pp1´ µπqpe
‘
a1l1q “
“
ÿ
a,a1,l,l1
na1l1,pp1´ µπqal,a1l1e
‘
al,
π1pe‘alq “ µ
1π1pe‘alq “ p1´ µπqpe
‘
alq “ e
1
al “
ÿ
p
tp,ale
1
p.
For a P H we derive
V 1apelq “ ´λkp´1q
aπ1pe‘alq “ ´λkp´1q
a
ÿ
p
tp,ale
1
p,
V 1a˚pe
1
pq “ πa
`
µ1pe1pq
˘
“
ÿ
a1,l,l1
na1l1,pp1´ µπqal,a1l1el.
So that, for V P U the element V 1 P Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
defined above has the coordinates
pV 1aqll1 “ pVaqll1 for a, a
˚ R H,
pV 1aqpl “ ´λkp´1q
atp,al for a P H,
pV 1a˚qlp “
ÿ
a1,l1
na1l1,pp1´ µπqal,a1l1 for a P H.
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Thus, the variety Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is covered by open sets U pρq where we have the regular
maps
ϕpρq : U pρq Ñ Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
,
which send V P U pρq to V 1 constructed above. On the intersections U pρq X U pσq we have
ϕpρqpV q “ gρσϕ
pσqpV q for some gρσ P Gpskαq independent of V P U
pρq X U pσq. The choice of
the maps ϕpρq is not unique, they can be replaced by ϕ˜pρqpV q “ gρϕ
pρq for some gρ P Gpskαq
(note that ϕpρq is not injective in general since ϕpρqpgV q “ ϕpρqpV q for any V P U pρq and
g P GLpαkq Ă GLpαq such that gV P U
pρq).
Let clλpαq be subset of semi-simple V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
. Then Nλpαq “ clλpαq{Gpαq
is an affine variety and the algebra of regular functions on this variety is CrNλpαqs “
C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘‰Gpαq
(see Remark 2.2). If any V P Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
is semi-simple, then
Nλpαq “ Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
{Gpαq. In particular, it is so if the condition of Theorem 2.4 is
valid, in this case the following proposition is a part of Theorem 3.5. In general case it is
proved in the same way (by applying Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 2.7). We formulate it to
show an alternative proof.
Proposition B.1. The reflection functor F λk induces an isomorphism of affine varieties
̺
λ,α
k : Nλpαq Ñ Nrkλpskαq.
Proof. The bijectivity of ̺λ,αk is argued in Remark 3.2. Its regularity is equivalent to the
claim that f ˝ ̺λ,αk P C
“
Nλpαq
‰
for any f P C
“
Nrkλpskαq
‰
.
Under the isomorphism CrNrkλpskαqs “ C
“
Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘‰Gpskαq the function f is
mapped to f¯ P C
“
Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘‰Gpskαq, such that f¯pV q “ fprV sq for any V P clrkλpskαq.
Define a Gpαq-invariant function h¯ : Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘
Ñ C by h¯pV q “ f¯pV 1q where V 1 is any
element Rep
`
ΠrkλpQq, skα
˘
isomorphic to F λk pV q as a Π
rkλpQq-module. On each domain
U pρq we have h¯
ˇˇ
U pρq
“ f¯ ˝ ϕpρq. The regularity of the functions f¯ and ϕpρq for any U pρq
implies h¯ P C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘‰Gpαq
. We have h¯pV q “ f¯pV 1q “ fprV 1sq “ f
`
̺
λ,α
k prV sq
˘
for any V P clλpαq, hence the function h¯ is mapped to f ˝ ̺
λ,α
k under the isomorphism
C
“
Rep
`
ΠλpQq, α
˘‰Gpαq
“ C
“
Nλpαq
‰
. Hence f ˝ ̺λ,αk P C
“
Nλpαq
‰
.
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